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Holland City News.
VOL. XIY.-NO.

HOLLAND,

9.

Tomorrow is

LOCAL ITEMS.

The Holland City Hews

The

“Cub, geddle Sprig.”

A Weekly Newspaper published
“Let Isaac have it" but don’t blame

Easter Sunday.

Monday.

city this

We

OoamililQB Merchant.

week.

a trip to

dealer In Grain. Flodr and Prodace. Highest
market price paid for Wheat. Office in Brick
store, corner Eighth and Fish streets. 1

wa Park Grove the coming season.

R.

New

Orleans and the South.

Two

thousand Milwaukeeans have

signed the pledge and eased their Wiscon-

Is

spending a few days with friends and

relativesin this city.

The

Chicago and West Michigan R’f

officials deny the

rumor

Agnew has

that

.

Superin-

resigned.

List of letters remaining In the post-

“Let Isaac have

it” seemed to be the

office at Holland, Mich., April 2, 1885:

and Barnum’s
Michigan this summer.

Cole’s, Forepaugh’s,

popular expression at the caucus last Mrs. Kate Backer, W. H. Clark, Pete Cra- shows

will visit

Cole’s shows will exhibit in this city early

mer.

party of prospectorsand set-

n June.

Sragi ini Medicines.
tlers will start for

is being graduallywiped out,

uut dies hard.

tendent

Wednesday evening.
A large

Winter

681.

sciences.

-

rink, 40x100 feet, will be built at Macata

the

NO.

Rev. Jas. Zwembr, of Waupou, Wls.,

Rapids this week.

are informed that a large skating

T)EAOH, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and

JD

Kleyn has been on a business
trip to Detroit, Cadillac, and Grand
J.

was in

week.

JoRnnib Dobsburg has returned from

RegistrationDay. Don’t fall to see
your name is properly registered.

the

WHOLE

1885.

annual charter electionwill be

that

RepresentativeDiekema was Id

4,

J. H. Efpink, of Allegan,
city this

held next

every Saturday.

SATURDAY, APRIL

MICH.,

Dakota next Tuesday

We

have received another communica-

All persons wishing election ticketsor

T\OE8BUKQ.
U

J.O. Dealer In Drags and Medlclnes. Paints and Oils, Brashes, Ac. PhysiciansprescriptionscarefhHy pat np. Eighth St.

under the direction of Mr. P. Pfanftiehl. tion from M. Harrington dated Norfolk, slips will please recollect that we can
The Orondwt, publishedat Holland, is
Va., which will find a place in our col- print them on abort notice and at mod- printed all at home and has the largest
The Grand Daren skaters that are to be
urns next week.
RFEENGS.D. R., Drag Store, Fine Drags, Mederate prices.
circulation of any paper in Ottawa counat
the rink this afternoon and evening are
iTi Iclnes, Fancy Goods, Toilet Articlesand
ty. English papere should not forget
Perfnmerles. Hirer street.
Supervisor Thayer, of Polkton, has
said to execute some fine combination
G. Van Puttkn & Sons have a new adttfat, when making itatementi about their
an article on the “Court House Question” vertisement in this issue. This firm have
VTAN PCTTEN, Wm., Dealer in Drags, Modi- skating.
clnes, Paints, Oils, etc. Proprietor of Dr. W.
circulation, etc.— G. H. Courier-Journal.
n this issue. All the electors in this lo- a large and most complete stock of spring
Van den Berge’s Family Medicines.River Street.
The Republicansand Democrats of this
Right you are Brother Potts. The Qrondcality should read it.
and summer goods and baye some especiTX7AL8U, HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist;a city held their caucuses last evening too

V

iness.
f

f

full

stock of good* apperuiningto the has^

ate for

Several of

any report of their proceedings in

tor,

Last Wednesday was “All Fools’ Day" him
\fEYBR, BROUWER A CO., Dealers in all
irl kinds of Furniture, Cartains, Wall Paper, and a goodly number of our businessmen
Carpets, Coffins, Pictare Frames, etc.; River St.

VAN

V

good bargains in Dry Goods.

wet has a larger circulation than the

Call

this

bined

the accomodation of those

open

10:80.

promptly at

fttuslc begins

of

com-

all the English

papers In the county.

Joseph B. Lockwood, Esq., of New
York city, has presented Hope College

with various tokens of regard.

the rink will be kept

Last Friday Mr. H. Boone and W. L.

circulations

week and presented

who

One of our

local fishermen tried bis

uck through a hole in the

with a complete file of the Chrietian Intel-

his

cannot attend early on Saturday nights ligencerfrom January 1889 to close of

or cigars and the like.

PUTTEN,

G. A SONS, GeneralDealers in
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery,Hats and
Caps, Flour, Provisions,etc. River street.

Rev. E. Bos,

For

were taken in by a number of youngsters,
Onaral Dttlen.

ally

Church Sabbath School called on the pas- early and obtain good bargains.

this issue.

rumitur#. ^

the classes of the First

week. Bogota

1

ice in the river

“bite”/*o large that

commenced it could not be brought through the hole.
by the parents of Mr. L. and has been The fisherman,with great pretence of
mind, gently played his game with one
kept np since at no little cost and trouble.

to-night until 1884, 45 years. This file was
8.

Kellogg started for Boston, Mass, with
SoWli,

The firm of Notier & Boven, of Graafhand while he chopped ice with the other
forty horses which Mr. Boone expects to
It is a most valuable gift.
Broa., Proprietors. sell to buyers in the East.
schap, has been dissolved, Thos. Boven [i
until the opening had been enlarged suffiThe only first-class hotel in the city. la lohaving
sold
his
interest
to
Christiau
LokI
The
third
entertainment
of
the
Eagle
ciently. Then! with a powerful but skillcated in the bnslneas center of the town and has
It really seems that overproduction is
one of the largest and beat sample rooms in the
ker. The firm hereafter will be known fHose Company's course will be given in ful jerk he landed a dead Thomas cat with
state, Free bas in connecUon with the hotel.
in the air. Some parties now claim that as Notler &
Lyceum Hall by Prof. J. 8. Duer on Fri a brick tied to its neck. The language
T)H(ENIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor. there was an overproductionin the ballots
Locatednear the C. A W. M. R'y depot, has
learn by telephone that the tuS
APril
Th? Chlc**° that ensued caused a heavy thaw for •
good facilitiea for the traveling pablic,and its at the “tax-payers” caucus last WednesArtie and life boat No. 4 of the Michigan K”*. eaya ,,Hel>a» no superior.” The considerabledistance in all directions
table la unsurpassed. Free hack for accommoday evening.
Detroit Free Press that “Hts lifelike repre
dation of guests.
while a chill ran over the observer.
f'UTY HOTEL, Williams

Lokker.

A

V

We

^

w-

arrived at Grand Haven Friday noon.

Geo. H. Souter showed us recently The tug is in comparativelygood condl- aentati.neplace the name of J. 8. Duer in
Scott, proprietor.
This hotel Is located on the corner ot Ninth several twigs cut from the peach trees on
tlon and the men look
tbo front ,ank
arll“'-’ Ttie
and Fish streets, Terms, $1.50 per day. Good acdiagram of the hall will be at Breyman’s
commodations can always be reliedoh.
his farm in Ventura on which nearly all
The floor of the store occupied by FillV store two days in advance of the entertainthe buds were alive. The opinion ot Mr.
CCOTT’S feoTELi W. J,

of

well.\

O

Tax-Payers'—Union-Caucus.
The

first

caucus of the spring was held

Liveryaad Bale Btablee.

JJ

we

Souter is that

TJOONE, a., Livery

and dale Stable. Office and
barn on Market street.Everythingfirst-class.

will yet

crop of peaches, at least

he

have

more Bird on River

a good

J., Livery and. Boarding
A-i- Stable. Fine rigs and good horses can always be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s

hoteL

8t*We!

pAUELS, VAN PUTTEN

A

A CO.,

PlaMer Mills. Mannfactnrers of new Process Floor, Near foot of Eighth street.
of

VAN

KAALTE,

ff, dealearin Farm implemachinery. Cor. River and

menu and

Ninth Streets.

on Eighth street.

Physicianand Surgeon. Res-

idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market St.
Office at the drug store of Kremers A Bangs.. Office hoars from ll a. m. to 12 m.,and from 5 to 6 p.m

Our

question

out of the publication of an article in the

Herald purporting

to be

from a

New

Or-

which Lee was roughly

Jewelry.

Thursday

his attending physicians

thought

TX7YKUUYSEN,

U., dealer in Watches, Clocks,
Jewelryand Spectacles,cor. Ninth and Ce- he was dying bnt he was revived by the
administering of stimulants. His mind is

and he clings to life* tenaciously.
From a dispatch from Chicago received
here yesterday morning we learn that “He
was resting easily and entirely free from

clear

I. 0. of 0. F.

Holland CU
Ity Lodge, No. 19?, Independent pain but very week.”
Order of
Fellows, _________________
holds its regular meetings
_

_

Odd Fellow’a Hall, Holland, Mich., on Tueaday
ereningof each week.
at

Viaiuing brothers aie cordiallyinvited.
R.

8.

A' J' 0L*EK' N- °-

Those who

find

enjoyment in “tripping

the light fantastic”will be pleased to learn

that arrangementsare being

made

fine social party here soon after the

.T.hl. H.
Holland, Mich., at 7

Dec. 27.

D. L. Botd.Sk’v.

Out

below. J. M. Doesburg goods In plated ware, consisting of Cake
will sing with the choir.
Baskets, Castors,Dinner and Tea Sols,
“Christ our Lord is risen to-day,” from
Water Service, Knives and Forks, Spoons
oratorio,“Resurection.”—
and many very pretty and useful novelties
HymnMr, Breyman always labors to keep pace
Hymn—
Offertory— “In the Cross of Christ I with the times and has at present the finglory,”— Abt. Sop. and .Tenor Duet.
est and most expensivelot of goods in his
Quartette— “There is » green hill far
line ever shown in this place. He has
away.”—
0
Doxology—
some very fine gold headed canes and we
advise all contemplating a “caning” to
The following appointments were re
consult him before purchasingout of town.
cently made by the Chicago and West
Mich. R’y: “Mr. J. M. Sterling,General
According to announcementa meeting
Roadmaster, in charge of track and bridge
was held in He Orondwet building last
departments; office at Grand Rapids,
Saturday afternoon for the purpose of
Michigan. Mr. H. D. Hunt, Assistant
taking steps toward the organization of
Roadmaster,Holland, Mich., will have
sn Agriculturaland Industrial Society.
jurisdiction over the Northern Division
There were some fifty or sixty of the leadfrom Allegan to Pcntwater. Mr. J. Mcing agriculturists
of this locality present.
Laughlin, AssistantRoadmaster,While
Dr. O. E. Yates was chosen chairman of

for a

Cloud, Mich., will have jurisdictionover

end of

the Big

(WHOLSaALB.)
(OorrteUdevery Friday Ity E. J. Barrington.)
Apple*, 60c; Beane, 80c, $1.00; Butter, 14, 15c;
Egg«,14c; Honey, Iflc; Onloua, 50c; Potatoes,

The

dis-

position to draw party lines has not been
very strong In our municipal affairs, and,

incur humble opinion, the absence of
party feeling waa the most proper and
beneficialfor our city, or in fact for any
city of like size. In offices where the only
principlesat stake are honesty and a faithful discharge of duty, politics, with its ac-

companyingevils, should be

totally ig-

nored, and an honest strife to elect

who

are

known

men

•

to be of strict integrity

and pronounced ability should only be Indulged io. Local Issues should

only

bo

the

issues, banishing political shades

and parties.It was evidently with this
intention that this Tax-payerj’ or

Union

caucus was called by republicansas well
as

democrats. The meeting was called to

order by Isaac Fairbanks,Esq., and

it

did

not take a very powerful pair of glasses to
at

once discover that tbe meeting was au

ill-timed

and

ill-arrangedaffair. Mr.

Fairbanks requestedthat some one suggest a chairman

and two or three were

proposed and were voted, amid great confusion, to stay In the

body of the

bouse.

A motion to adjourn was then made and
was carried. Tbe greater portion

of those

Mr.

present left the building and

banks was requested to again

Fair-

call the

the meeting and Mr. A. Visscher, Secre- meeting to order which he did, and on motary, The Chair stated the object of the tion he was made chairman and Jacob G..

Eggs, 15c; Honej, 16c; Onions, 50c

;

15, 17c;
Potatoes, 85c.

April

11.

All Interestedare invited to at-

ing

program. The

city teachersare ex-

pected to supply the music.

drain, Feed, Etc.

I. Opening exercises—
Music. Essay, Jennie Osborne. §
II. How to secure the practical use of
grammar to the pupil—
Prof. E.B. Fairfield,of Grand Haven.
100 Ac., $1.80; teed, «
As.,
flay, $7.00,
_____ 90c.;
____________
Discussion, Hanah Roost, Milan Coburn.

(WBObBSALI.)
(Oorrected every Friday by W. H. Beach.)
Bnckwheat, 40c; Bran, f 100 Ae., 70c; Barley

Pine Corn Meal, V

HI.
IV.
BBTAIL.

coune, the public spirit of

its

citizens. membership fee, and steps were taken for shall not publish tbe ticket here,

it

is

.

{yonr home

wagon

etc., instead
for it, your
a

shops, flouring mills, will be held this fall.

of importing, and oar word of the fair grounds

own

business will Increase In

proportionateratio,

necessitate

for this course will

the employment of

larger

force of men, which will in turn result in

is

The proposed site
located in the ex-

treme western part of the

city limits and

V. How
taste in our

shall

most essentialthat all the city officers

to be elected this spring

should be honest,

justly eoonomicsl, able

and fearless.A

reasonable degree Cf backbone on the part

Macatawa Bay. The location Is one of
the most desirable and it la certainly one

of tbe officers should be tbe leading char-

of

acterisUca of all candidates.

who

,

ural that manufacturers should locate

J

on, S«o. r.

eart ao

little for

them

-

A

candi-

caters to one class to the exclu-

from abroad that every departmentof ject that there is in this State. The

refined where the people feel an interest in their
success, and that they should avoid places

pupils—

is

bank

extends from Sixteenth street to the

Mrs. Higgins. Discussion, Chss. Kneoi- trade will receive a new impetus. It is nat- ground is perfectly level aid looks out

Stanton.
wo cultivate a

ia

home that can be bought at home, and until Saturday,April 11, at Which time lines should be the guiding, star of the
^ivehome manufacturers your patronage the organizationwill be completed and election.This feature is most unfertu*
instead of going abroad for articles that active steps taken toward getting grounds nate at the present stage of prosperity
are made in your own town. Patronize and buildings ready for the first fair which that our city is )ust starting out on, and it

such material additions to our population of the most beautiful spots for such an ob- date

Question box opened-*
Methods of Teaching Spelling—

huysen and Nelson

___

.

*

ulde-

1Dema
the comolexion of
"J np°
^
^

.

;

tab! drawn th.« both

__

ear* hi the

1

___________

/
1

'

v:.-.

and

The Sonthern Ottawa County Teacher’! In order to secure the prosperity of any the organizationof the Society by ap- to be hoped that it win not be carried any
AssociationwiH meet In this city in the community it is absolutely necessary that pointing a committee to prepare Articles farther.The evident desire of those of
room occupied by the High School in the ;i11 unite in the effort to support and bnild of Incorporationand $ constitution and both parties present was that straight
Public School building on Saturday, up home inititutlons. Buy everythingat by-laws. The meeting then adjourned party ticketsshould be run and that party
tend. The committee rurnish the follow-

BBT lib.

Apples. 60c; Beans,
ms. $1.S5;
$1.25, Batter,

1

n

lenten season. One feature that will Division. Mr. Charles Markham, Assismeeting and called upon several of the Van Patten was elected secretary. A.
tend to make it an enjoyable affair, is that
tant Roadmaster, Holland, Mich., will
gentleman present to give their ideas of ticket was then put in nomination and aa
o’clock,on Wedneaduy the music will be furnished by Squiers’
have jurisdiction ever main line. The
a large number of those who had left the
famous erchestra ot Grand Rapids, with positions of Roadmaster at Muskegon and the advisabilityof such an organization in
this section. The expressionsthat were ball came back the whole affair was tbe
the veteran, Warren Squien as prompter.
Assistant Roadmaster at West Grand
obtained from the farmers were unanimous most farcical attempt at a caucus ever held
O. Briyhin, W. M.
An effort is being made to make It first Rapids are abolished.
in favor of the project, and some present in this city. It was a ridiculous show and
class in every respect. As soon as a date
The
prosperity of a town depends upon were very enthusiasticon the subject. pandemonium reigned supreme. Oat ef
can be arranged with the orchestra, the
a variety of causes, the chief of which if, Twenty of those present paid in their respect for the persons nominated we
party will be annonneed by invitations.

Produce, Etc.

-

Rapids Branch and Newaygo

the

of

8^
'

and ward

portant of our spring caucuses.

Smart.

dar streets.

W. Z.ia,

ing. As many that have seen them skate
Item of the 55lh anniversary of the say they are finer skaters than the Har

bath, we publish

General Grant’s condition is growing
more and more critical hourly and it is
T>REYMAN,OTTO,Watchmaker, Jeweler,and only a question of a very short time when
As dealer in fancy goods. Corner of Market he will have passed away. At times on
and Eighth streets.

Odd

nation candidate! for the city

or against

A

Vf

this,

the proposi- marriage of Mr. and Mrs. Jacobus Van rington's that were here, their visit wil
tion. A full vote should be had upon this den Berge in our last issue was incorrect no doubt be greatly enjoyed. As the
as to the receipt of presents by the aged Band has recentlyprocured some new
matter.
couple. They informed their friends be- music which will be used on these occa• The libel suit in our Circuit Court o
forehand that no sifts would be received sions, our roller skaters will no doubt enJohn G. Lee of the Grand Haven Newsand their request was respected. We joy the sessions very much.
Journal, vs. Kedzie
Kedzle, of the
were misinformed on that point.
Herald, of the same place, terminated last
O. Breyman has just received at his
Wednesday in a verdict of $82 damages The program of the music at Hope jewelry store a very fine stock of solid silin favor of the plaintiff. The suit grew Church to-morrow evening, Easter Sab- ver ware, and also a handsome lot o
whether it be for

leans paper in
and Surgeon. Office
at residence on the corner of River and handled.
Eleventhstreets, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
Ledeboer.

id

The

Wednesday evening, April 1.

to the adjoining buildings.

VATES, O. E.. Physician

Watehei

Skating Rink will be open

&

Phytloiau.

TiEST, R. B., Physicianand Bnrgeon. can be
A-S found in hla office in First Ward Drag Store,

TTREMERS, H..,

manne/

last

object of the caucus was to put In nomi-

store. Mr. Bird has an “ey<# ™tardfty. afternoon and evening. Allen offices to be filled on Monday next.
On Monday next the people of this lor business" end this move will sdff Wallace,end Will Legget, expert skaters These Union, People’s or Tax-payers*caucounty will be called upon to vote upon greatly to the appearancecf that store yfo ^ Qrand UaTOn' wll> be here'aIld «lTe an cuses, by whatever name you may call
exhibltien of their fine combinationskat- them, have heretofore been the moat Imthe question of erecting a $35,000 Court

every voter vote upon this

Proprietors

on

low- ment.

been

as a clothing

House at our present county seat. Let
Xaaufketoriei,
Milli, Shops, itc.

has

ing will be fitted up in a first-class

couraged in thinkingso.

TTAYERKATE, G.

street

ered level with the sidewalk and the bhitiT

Is greatly en-

.

•ivy-

*

^TV

v""'

</

Perry H. Smith, formerly Vice

ifoHani !<t$.
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

having reached him that the insurgents
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
were lying in ambush at Batnche. It is
thought that the rebels number over 1,000,
A TELEGRAM from New York of March
residence in Chicago,; of congestionof the
all well armed. Advices from Ottawa reliver. For soma years his health had been
30
says: •• Gen. Grant was much weaker toport that two batteries of regulars have
extremely poor, and a conservatorwas apday,
and his physicians thought that death
been ordered from Quebec and Kingston
pointed for his estate.
to the Northwest.
was not far distant. The disease had gone
Twenty officers of the Mexican army beyond control,and it seemed likely that
have gone to join the forces of San Salva- the patient would choke to death. The
On the ground that the gospel is free, the dor and Nicaragua. Some skirmishes have General’s wife scarcely left his room during
Superior Court of Georgia threw out a suit already occurred. Ihe armies of Guate- the day. She stole out at intervalsin order that he would not see her weeping. A
brought by Rev. J. A. Smith against the mala and Honduras aot in harmony against
member of the Grant household, iu conMarietta Railway for preaching to the con- those of the remaining republics.Costa
vernation with a reporter,said: “General
Rica
has
contributed
$100,000
toward
the
vict gang in its employ ____ The loss by the
Grant never doubted that he was dying.
fire at Charleston,W. Va., will reach $170,- expenses of the war. President Zaldivar
He knows the progress of the disease as'
000. It has been discovered that the safe- will command the forces allied against well as the physicians,and he awaits the
ty-valve of the boiler, the explosion of Barrios.
final summons with the stolidity for which
Advices from Ottawa, Ont, report that
which caused the conflagration, had been
he is noted. Perhaps his only regret is
plugged with iron.
Maj. Crozier left Fort Carlton for Duck that he can not be allowed more time in
Al Chapman, a well-known sporting Lake to obtain a quantitiesof suplies stor- order to satiety himself about his book.
man, committed suicide at Hot Springs, ed there. His force consistedof 100 mount- He expects to die, and has no fears. He
Ark.
ed police and civilians. At Beordy’s Re- thinks that after his death he will be better
The ferry steamer Mark Twain, plying serve several hundred rebels were encoun- appreciated,aud that he will be better understood by some future generation than by
between Memphis and Mound City, ex- tered, and Maj, Crozier was forced to retreat after a hard fight, in which he lost this.” Gen. FitzhughLee, nephew ofB.
ploded her boiler while lying at the latter
twelve men killed and eleven wounded. Lee, sent a telegram to-day saying the heart
>lace, killing five persons and wounding Two rebels who tried to wreck a train car- of the South was throbbing luce the Northour others.... Jos. A. Katzenbrnpr, con- rying troops west from Winnipeg were cap- ern pulse, and that the prayers of all were
victed of manslaughter at Eljicott City, tured. More troops are to be sent at once for his recovery. Shortly after the arrival
Md , in causing the death of Miss Emeline to the scene of the disturbance from Win- of the Rev. Dr. Newman from California
Gen. Grant decided to have family prayers
Miller, was sentenced to nine years in the nipeg, Quebec, Kingston, and elsewhere.
daily.
He insistedon having every one fy
penitentiary.
Reports from the chief wheat-growing
William Neal, the third and last of the States of the country regarding the condi- the house present at these exercisesand has
manifested the greatest interest in them.
viHains who murdered and burned the tion of the whoat crop are discouraging
“That is what you doctors always say,” was
bodies of two girls and a boy at Ashland,
There have been 277 business failuresthe the General’s remark to one of them, when
Ky., was executed at Grayson in presence
present week, being nineteen less than last he informed him that he looked better. He
of 100 armed guards. As th* drop fell he week
relapsed into silence,and listenedintently
. .Four boys, belonging to wellprotested his innocence. One of nis conknown families,created a disturbance in a to what the doctor had to say. “Well, we
federates confessed and was lynched; the
Cincinnati school after dismissal by rush- have all got to bo,” he said, and he quickly
other was hanged at Grayson last October.
ing after each other over the desks, armed changed the subject.
Twelve miners were killed by a terrible with large revolvers, and whooping like
A fire iu Chicago destroyedthe buildexplosion in a coal-mine at McAllister, L Indians. They were practicingto be cowing alongside and in the rear of the MonT., supposed to have been caused by the boys, having determined to go to Texas in tank Block, in Monroe, street, occupied by
May.
ignition of a quantity of blasting powder.
the National Printing Company aud BradThe anniversary of Ponce de Leon’s The rebellion in the Northwest appears ner, Smith k Co. The loss is $350,000.
to be even more serions than was at first
landing at St Augustine, Fla., in 1512, was
The same building was burned fifteen
anticipated, and the Canadian mounted months ago. The insurance aggregates
celebrated at that place March 23.
police seem totally unable to cope with the $112,500.
WAftHUV«TOft.
insurgents.• According to dispatches from
Rowan County, Kentucky, has been
Presi-

THE SOUTH.

THE NEWS CONDENSED.
THE EAST.
William Shields, an old man whom
President Arthur recentlyappointed Post-

Went Chester, Pa., grew so much
vOnfused oyer his new duties that he
drowned himself.
A fellow named Lieb advertised in a
>ia8ter at

New York newspaper that he had a girl of
11 years to dispose of. A detective was
sent by a charitable society to investigate
the matter, and found that the father demanded $1,000. The child was bronght
before Judge Van Vorst, who gave the case
a searching inquiry aud awarded the girl to
a wealthy and reputable insurance agent as
a companion for his wife..,. Mrs. E. D.
Morgan, widow of ex-Gov. Edwin D. Morgan, died at

New

York.

The Supreme Court

of New York has
ordered the release of Becky Jones, who
spent a year in Ludlow Street Jail rather
than testify in the Hammersley will case.

K

Grant

testified

that he paid in

$100,000 as a special partner in the firm of

Grant A Ward; that on May 1 last he
thought himself worth $1,000,000; that he
drew from the firm $3,000 per month for
two years, and that everything he possessed
was lost in the failure.

The

lithographic art establishment of

SchumacherA

Ettlinger, New York, was

burned, causing a loss

of

$350,000.

Mb. P. S. Winston, of New York, whose
is announced,had in many respects
a unique and remarkable history.He was
death

the founder

really of American life insurance, and lived to see the system from a
very small beginning reach its present imposing dimensions. American life insurance, with its $500,000,000 and upward of
assets, its 700,000 policy holders,and its
average weekly payments in death and endowment claims of over $1,300, 000, is largely
the outgrowth of Mr. Winston’s ideas and

methods.
A corpse found

in

the Delaware Biver

at Trenton, N. J., has been identifiedby
severalpersons as that of 8. 8. Conan
missing editor of Harper’s Weekly.

t,

the

THE WEST.
The Attorney General of Iowa has denew appointee, is de
facto State Auditor, and that warrants
drawn by him must be paid by the State
Treasurer ____ The forfeited lands of the
cided that Cattail, the

Texas Pacific were declared open for entry
at Tucson, A. T., and hundreds of people
rushed to the land office to make entries.
Gen. Anson Stager, a much-esteemed
citizen of Chicago, died in that city last
week. Gen. Stager organized and had
charge of all the Government military telegraphic lines daring the war. He was one
of the most expert electricians in the world,

and a man of extraordinary executive ability. He was 60 years of age.
J.

H. McVickeb, of Chicago, secured a

permit to place two additional stories on

his theater, to cost $100,000..... Capt
Prindiville,who escaped from the steamer
Michigan, says there are thirty inches of
ice from the straits down to the islands,
and from present appearancesno vessel
will be able to go from Chicago to Buffalo
before June. ...Joseph Aitaria, a laborer
hvinff in Illinois street, Chicago, was
stricken with small-pox after the parade on
St Patrick’sDay. ^ He claims that he has
never been in contact with the disease.

Two Chicago firms have made

contracts

to furnish the Britisharmy with 10,000,000

pounds of canned beef. The orders came
from the British War Department the destination being Woolwich. It will require
two weeks to fill the orders. These are the
largest orders ever received here, and, owing
to their magnitude, the supposition is that

they are to . meet a war emergency. The
•canning houses are working day and night
in order to meet these demands.

Obth Stein, who three years ago killed
George Fredericks,at Kansas City, for
which he was once sentenced to imprisonment for twenty-five years, was acquitted
on the ground of self-defense.

The

day the cause of a fight on the

street iu

C

.

Thi President sent to the Senate the following
nominations,March 28: Samuel 8. Cox, of New
York, to be Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary of the United States to
Turkey. Postmastcra-Henry
0. Shannon, at
Erie, Pa,; William Wortham, at Sulphur
Springs, Tex.; Robert O. Denton, at Gatnesvjlle. Tex.; Henry O. Cassidy, at Youngstown,
Ohio; Henry D. Black, at Coshocton, Ohio;
Willis O. Neff, at Greencastle,Ind. . Borden
Lister, st South Bend, Ind.; J. Kndx Hall, at
Toulon, III ; Thomas J. Bunn, at Bloomington,
;

“

^

drlck, at Mount Clemens, Mich.; George W.
Cate, st Stevens Point, wla.; David O. frwln,
at Lake City. Minn. ; J. D. Armond, at Davenport, Iowa: M. M. Ham, editor of the Herald, at
Dubuque, Iowa; Joseph Lander, at State Center, Iowa; Wm. R. White, at Prescott, Ark.

Th*

President sent to the Senate the follow*

Thomas 0. Crenshaw Jr., to be Collector of Internal Revenue of
the District of Georgia. Postmasters: Aquila
Jones Sr., at Indianapolis, Ind.; Gabon Shannon,, at Lawrence, Kan.: John Mlleham, at
„
N. 0. Ridenour, at Clarlnda,
Iowa; Vincent J. Lane, at Wyandotte,Kan.;
Mrs. Liz ile H. Flcklen, at Charleston,
log nominations on the 28th:

-

HI; and

Claiborne

W. Bowman, at

,

We

won by

the
The

.

.

POLITICAL.

The Mormons express great dissatisfacof the Supreme Court
that inhabitantsof the Territoriesare under the sovereign control of Congress .....
The Texas Legislature has passed a bill
compellingrailwayand other corporations
doing business in the State under penalty
of $1,000 per month, to maintain a general

@
&
@

Na

cities.

The Russian organ, Le Nord, published

2 Red ................ 90
.91
...................... 51
.62
Oats— White ...................... 38
.41
PQRK— New Mess ................13.00 @13.60

Conv— No. 2

“Of course it won’t. Well have snow
before morning.”

CHICAGO.
from St PetersBeeves— Choice to Prime Steers. 6.00 @ 6.25
Miner aud a saloon-keepernamed Jesse
burg, which is regarded as good authority,
Good Shipping ........6.00 (4 6.60
Crall. The latter struck the first
Common to Fair ....... 125 @4.75
and says: “Present Rnsssian military move- Hoos .............................
160 @ 5.po
blow,
struggle lasted
ments are nothing but precautionary meas- Flour— Fancy Red Winter Ex.. 3.75 @125
for five minutes. ...An explosion of
Prime to Choice Spring. 3.50 @ 4.00
ures, dictatedby the most elementary
gas caused
fire in the MichiWheat-No. 2 Red ................ 80}a@ .81}*
principles
of
national
prudence.”
The
same
gan carbon- works, near Detroit, resulting
Corn— No. ....................... 39 @ .42
paper states editoriallythat the people of Oats— No. ....................... 27 @ .20
in a loss of $150,000 before the city fire- office in the State.
61 @ .03
Russia regard the whole quarrel with no RYE-NO. .......
engine could reach the scene. The yard
The Democracy of Chicago nominated trace of irritation.A London dispatch Barley— No. 2 .................... 64 @ .65
foreman, Isaac Burke, fell from the buildButter— Choice Creamery ....... 23 @ .25
Carter H. Harrison for Mayor, William M. states that there is a lull there in
Fine Dairy ..............
16 @ .20
ing and broke his shoulder-blade.An inDevine
for Treasurer, John G. Nenmeister the war score. The call for the army Cheese— Full Cream. .............11 @ .12
cendiary fire destroyedfourteen buildings
Skimmed Plat ..........05 (4 .06
at Oakland Cemetery,Ind., the loss being for Clerk, and Peter J. Ellert for Attorney. reserves and militia aroused and alarmed
EooB-Fresh. ..................... 13 (4 14
the people, and after the subsidence of
variously estimated at between $40,000 and
Contrary to the stipulationthat techniPotatoes— Choice, per bn ....... 50 @ .55
$100,000. The insurance amounts to calities be waived and speedy trial result, the first excitementthey are asking what PoRK-Mess ......................1100 @1260
MILWAUKEE.
number are to be put under arms. The
$40, <000.
78 @ .80
counsel for Gov. Sherman and Cattell dis- Ministiy, it is claimed,have allowed re- Wheat— Ne. 2....'. ................
Douglas R. Hale, formerly manager of miss the mandamus suit against Auditor
Corn-No. ....................... 40}*®
ports to circulate without contradictionthat Oats— Na 2 ...................
.30 @ .32
the Chicago Clearing-Hoase,has been Brown, at Des Moines ____ The New York in fact uo more than 25,000 men are want- Rye— Na ........................ 68 (4 .70
granted a divorce from a woman now serv- Assembly has passed a bill providing for a ed. This is just about enough to fill the Barley— Na .................... 67 @ .58
12.00 @1260
vacancies in the muster rolls caused by the Pork-Mcss .......................
ing a term at the Bridewell for shop-lifting. reservationaround Niagara falls.
TOLEDO.
recent
draft
for
the
Egyptian
and
MediterA Congressional apportionment bill,
She was once the wife of Mike Weaver, the
WHEAT-Na 2 Red ................ 81 • .82
43 & .48
famous burglar.:,.The Treasury Depart- making nineteen Republican and nine ranean stations. Gladstone replied to the Corn— No. 2 ............
ment has ordered a survey of the lot in Chi- Democraticdistricts, passed the Pennsyl- most pressing requests ns to the true im- Oats— Na 2.. ..................... 33 @ .34
ST. LOUIS.
port of the Queen’s summons by saying
cago on which the Appraisers’ Buildingis
Wheat— No. 2 Red. ...............86 @ .87
vania Senate. . .The Democraticcity con- that the Government had decided to postCorn— Mixed ..................... 39 @ .40
to be erected,and work will be commenced
vention at St. Louis, after taking 186 bal- pone all statements upon ihe subject until OATS-MUeU ..................... 32 & .33
at an early date.
lots, agreed upon David R, Francis for after Easter, hoping in the meantime to Rye ............................... 60 @ .62
At San Francisco John Kane, a wealthy Mavor. The Republicanshave nominated
Pork— Mess .....................1200 @1250
reach some arrangementwith Russia.
OINCINNATL
stock -raiser, insisted on his wife accom- William L. Ewing.
2 Red. ...............
86 @ .87
After two weeks of active campaigning, WHEAT-Na
Corn
..............................
44 @ .46
panying him to Colusa County to live. EnThe Tennessee Railroad Commission
OATBo-Mlxed.
.....................
38 @ .36
during which several hundred lives have
raged at her refusal,he seized a Winchester law hag been repealed by the Legislature of
PORK-Mess ...............
1226 @1175
been lost, Gen. Graham’s camp is just two
riile and fired three bullets into her aneb
DETROIT.
that State by a vote of 56 to 35.
miles nearer Berber than when he started Flour. ...........................175 @ 6.26
then killed himself.... Ex-Gov. Fletcher,
Wheat— Na 1 White .............88 @ .89
from Suakin. The army is suffering from Corn—
of Missouri, disappearedfrom St Louis,
Mixed ..................... 43’ @ .44
CUENERAL.
aud no trace of him can be obtained.
typhoid fever and dysentery. The Berber Oats-No. 2 White. ............... 84 & .35
Pork— Family ...................13.00 @18.50
The Buchanan County Court House at
Dispatches from Winnipeg. Manitoba, railway has not yet been begun.
INDIANAPOLIS.
The Celestials have scored another vic- Wheat— Va 2 Red ................84 @ .85
St Joseph, Mo., was partially destroyed by state that companiesare being organized in
CoRN-Mtxed
.................
41 @ .42
fire. The building was completely gutted, the West at all points along the line of rail- tory, they having carried the intrenchments
Oa»— Mixed.
• -80
w
except the wing containingthe County way for defense against the half-breed at Langson, securing the keys to the posi2 Spring ........ !... .90 @ .92
Court and the office of the Recorder of rebels under Riel. The country is m an tion and forcing the invaders to retreat be- WHEAT-Na
CORN-Na
................. 46 @ .48
Deeds. The Probate Conrt, CoantT Col- uproar. The rebel army has been yohd Dong-Dang alongthe Lougkei. The OATS-Na 2 White ...............
36 @ .86
EAST
LIBERTY.
lector’s office, and all the records and augmented by bands of Indians, and losses are unknown. The Orientals have
CATTLE-Best
....... ............ 6.35 @7.00
books were destroyed. The law library,
60.000 men and seriously threaten the
valued at $10,000 was burned. The
French lines of communication with the
county jail was saved. The buildingcost three days ago with a detachment of mount- south. Gen. Briere de lisle h%6 asked for Boa. &,mm0n ......... ... Iro
........................I 4.60 0 6.00
ed police, has changed his route, reports 20.000 men.

and the
a

the Extra SeMion of the
Senate Is Engaged At

FOREIGN

prohibitory liquor law was yester-

} Atchison,Kan., between the Rev. D. 0.

What

Yazoo City, Mias. The Senate met at noon, and
five minutes later went Into executive session.
After some further discussionof the Weil and
La Abra treaties,thev were postponed until next
session. When the doors reopened, the resolu.
tion providing that a committee of two Senators
be appointed to wait upon the Psesidentand
Inform him that If he had no further communication to make the Senate was ready to adjourn was adopted,and Senators Sherman and
Beok were appointed such oommlttea Senator
Mahono mads a report from the Committee on
Public Buildings and Grounds favoring the
substitution of electric for gas light Intbe Senate. The Senate confirmed Daniel McGonvllle,
of Ohio, Auditor of the Treasury for the Postoffice Department.
The Senate met at noon and Immediately
went Into executive session, on March 27. The
committee appointed to wait upon the President
reportedthat they had performed that duty,
and the President had expresseda wish that the
Senate should remain In session until Thursday,
April! The followingconfirmationswere annonnoed: Postmasters—James E. Neet, Versailles, Ky. ; Hemr D. Beach, Coshocton, Ohio;
the front, the defeat of the troops at Duck
Henry C. Cassidy, Youngstown,Ohio: John
P. De Lovenobn, Secretary of the Dan- Lake was followed by the evacuationof brought to a conditionof anarchy because Milham, Topeka, Kas. ; Vincent J. Lane, Wyanof
a
quarrel
over
the
election
of
Sheriff
last
dotte, Kas. ; J. M. Deamond, Davenport, Iowa;
ish Legation at Berlin, has been appointed Fort Carlton, which was burned to prevent
M. M. Ham, Dnbuque, Iowa; Joseph Lander,
August
The
Clerk
is
the
only
officer
who
Minister from Denmark to the United it falling into the hands of the rebels.
State Center, Iowa; Henry 0. Shannon, Brie,
States.
D. W. Caldwell was appointed at has escaped death or banishment Armed Pa.; Robert O. Denton, Gainesville,Tex.;
William A Wortham, Bolphnr Springs,Tex.;
Mr Garland. Attorney General, in- Cleveland, O., receiverof the Nickel- bands patrol the region at pleasure.
W. R. White, PrescottArk.; John CunMoses
Porter,
an
aged
and
reputable
ningham,Mattoon, HI; J. Knox HalLToulon,
tends to follow in the civil- service track,” Plate Railroad ____ Capt Couch has again
HI. ; Borden Lester, Sonth Bend, IniTwillis G.
writes a correspondent “He says that he postponed the time for the invasion of citizen of Lafayette, Ind., who was recently Neff, Greencastle, Ind.; David O. Irwin, Lake
will not remove any clerk in his department Oklahoma with his force of 500 men.
swindled out of $1,000 by a confidence City, Minn., and George W. Chte, StevensPoint,
Win Thomas C. Crenshaw, Jr., was confirmed
who has proved himself efficientThe
Gen. Middleton and 700 men are on man, now alleges that the sharper mesmer- as Collector of the Internal Revenue District of
clerks are not to be allowed to work Sunized him, deprivinghim of self-control, Georgia. When the doors reopened the Senate
the march from Qu’appelle to the scene of
days.”
and then led him to the bank where the adjourned to Monday, 80th.
It is authoritatively
stated at Washington the Riel insurrection.The CanadianGov- money was withdrawn and handed over.
A Skillful Professor.
that Treasurer Wyman and Superintendent ernment has ordered the immediate dispatch
of
800
militia from Ontario and
“Ah,
hahT
exclaimed Prof. MayorThe
Fresldent
sent
the
following
nominations
of the Life-Saving Service Kimball are the
Quebec by the Lake Superior route. Capt
huff^ looking up from a book and turnto
the
Senate
on
the
30th
nit:
To
be
Envoys
only two Treasurychiefs who will be reMoran died from a wound received in tne
tained. The others will be removed as engagement of the 26th nit, and. there are Extraordinaryand Ministers Plenipotentiary of ing to his wife.
“What have you found, dear?"
the United States: Thomas J. Jarvis, of North
quickly as their successors are determined
rumors that Maj. Crozier was killed.
Carolina,to BnuU; Alexander R. Lawton, of
"Listen to this from Horace Greeley:
upon ____ President Cleveland has nomGeorgia,to Russia, and Anthony M. Kelley, of *1 am fully persuaded that if chopping
inated Samuel 8. Cox, of New York, to be
Virginia, to Italy. To be MinistersResident of
Ministerto Turkey; M. M. Ham to be
wood were universal,rheumatism and
the United Staten: Inaao Hell, Jr., Rhode Island,
postmaster at Dubuque, and Thomas J.
to the Netherlands:Rufna Magee, of Indiana, dyspepsia would be unknown.’”
A terrific hurricane on the east coast to Sweden and Norway, and George W. Merrill,
Bunn to be postmaster at Bloomington,111.
• “Well, what of that?” asked Mrs.
Nhvada, to the Hawaiian Islancu. To be MinIn a circular issued by Secretary Man- of Madagascar,Feb. 25, sunk an American of
isters Resident and Consuls General of the Mayorhuff.
ning to Customs Collectors, the practicabil- bark and two French steamers. Seventeen United States: Edward Parke Cnstis Lewie,
“What of it? Why, I shall chop
New Jersey, to Portogal; and Raamus.B. Anderwood, that’s what there is of it”
ity of curtailingthe force of clerks and em- persons perished.
son, of Wisconsin,to Denmark. To be Consuls
Forty men were buried alive by an ex- General of the United States : Thomas M. Wal“Did you ever chop wood?”
ployes is strongly urged ____ Secretary
“Did! ever chop wood? Haven’t I
Eudicott says no orders have been issued to plosion in the mines of the Dombrau Orran ler, of Connecticut, at London; FrederickRatne,
of Maryland, at Berlin; and Edmond Jnssen,
General Hatch to drive the cattlemen out Mining Company at Trappan,in Austrian of Illinois, at Vienna To ' be Consols of the been editor of the woodman for years?
of Oklahoma, nor will they be except upon
United States: A. Haller Groas, of Pennsylva- Didn’t my article, ‘How Ho Clear up
Silesia. All are be ieved to have perished.
nia, at Athens,Greece; and Kvmo P. Howell,of
the request of the Secretary of the Interior.
An explosion in the mines of Baron Roths- Georgia, at Manchester,England. Brown. Ship- New Ground,’ create a sensation? Of
A reasonable time will be allowed the catchild, in Moravia, killed fifty-six men.... ley «fc Co., of London, England, to be special course it did. J ane, I swear that sometlemen to leave the Territory,and when
James G. Cunningham, alias James Dalton fiscalagents of the Navy Department To l>e times I believe you are blind. Did I
that time has expired they will be comand Harry Burton, both charged with Coll ctora of Internal Revenue: Nathan Gregg, ever chop wood, indeed! I have just orpelled to go. The troops will be called treason-felony in connection with the late of TennesHea for the Second Districtof Tennessee, and Isham G. Searcy, of Texas, for the dered a cord of hard oak wood and I
upon if necessary.
dynamite demonstrationat London, were Third District of Texas; Alex. McCone, of New shall chop it myself. Aside from the
York, to be Solicitor ot the Treasury; David
There is an impressionat Washington committed for trial.
Settle,of North Carolina, to be Marshal of the healthful exercise, it will save money.
that war between England and Russia is inPrince Orloff, the Russian diplomat- United States for the Western District of North I shall order an ax sent np just as soon
Carolina:Joe. E. Johnston, of Virginia, to be
evitable. Statisticscollectedby the Naval ist, died at Fontainebleau.
Commissioner of Railroads;Lewis Mnllen, of as I go down town.”
Bureau of Intelligenceconcerning the relaOxford won the “ ’Varsity”race on the New York, to be Appraiser of the District of
When the professotreturned at dinNew York City; Wm. Caldwell, of Ohio, to be
tive strength of the two powers snow that
Thames, defeating Cambridge by three Snrveyor of Customs at Cincinnati, Ohio; Clem- ner time, he asked if the ax had come,
while Russia’s standing army is more than
ent Dowd, of North Carolina, to be Collector of
“Yes, it’s out there on the porch.”
twice the size of England’s, England's navy lengths....In the scnlling matoh at Syd- Internal Itevenne for the Sixth Districtof North
“Well, I shall go to work at once.”
is nearly double that of Russia. The Brit- ney, N. 8. W., between Hanlan and Carolina; J.O.Henderson,ofIndiana, Col lector of
“I hope so.
are needing some
ish navy comprises more than 75,000 offi- Beach,
latter
six Internal Revenno for the Eleventh District of
Capt William J. Volkm&r, of tho Fifth now, for the weather has turned awful
cers and men, against44,000 in the Russian lengths .....
municipal authorities Indiana;
Cavalry,to be Major and AssistantAdintant
navy. Russia estimates the war footing of of Paris have voted $100,000 for General; Capt George H. Barton,of the Twen- cold.”
her active army at 1,0004)00 officers and the relief of the wounded French sol- ty-first Infantry,to be Major and Inspector
“Don’t fret. You shall have all the
men, increased by the reseves, Cossacks, diers in Tonquin. . .Owing to the snocess General To be Postmasters: Mlohsel J. Dough- wood you want.”
erty. at Galesburg, 111; Wilbur P. Horn, at
and local troops to nearly twice that number. of the bill increasing the duties on cereals Idaho Springs, Colo.; Palemon Wiley, at Central
The professor went ont, and after
PresidentCleveland is to have pews in the French Chamber of Deputies and in City, Colo,; and Ansel Watrous, at Fort Collins, laboring three hours, brought in two
the Senate Committee which reported it Cola The Senate confirmed the following:
small sticks that looked aa though they
at two churches, so as to avoid advertising
favorably,speculatorshave secured the con- Postmasters-FrederlokG. Kendrick,at Mount
any particularsanctuary. He is said to be trol of the French grain market, and the Clemens, Mich.; Aquila Jones, Sr., at Indlanap- had been gnawed in two.
o’ls, Ind. : Mrs. Lizzie H. Ficklln, at Charleston,
“This enough?” •
as much of an epicure as Mr. Arthur. He bakers have increased the price of bread 10 III; Claiborne Bowman, at Yaroo City, Miss. ;
“Enough, the misfchieflIt’s not
proposes, however, to decline all dinners. centimes per kilo. Bread riots are threat- and N. C. Ridenour,at Clarlnda, Iowa.
enough to start a fire.”
Miss Clevelandis to have charge of the ened in many towns in consequenceof this.
social affairs of the White House, except on
The professor puffed and “blowed*
The past month has witnessedthe colTHE MARKETS.
state occasions.The Presidentdocs not
awhile, and then went out again.
lapse of five of the heaviest tea and sugar
intend to leave Washington next summer,
NEW YORK.
Three hours later he came in again
importers in Moscow. A crisis has now Beeves. ..... ....................|5.w @7.00
but he is likely to change his mind.
with two more stioka.
Hogs
............................
8.oo
&
6.60
been precipitated by the Mure of a Lon“This do?”
don grain house with branches in Russian WHEAT-Na 1 White .............91 & .92
.
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dent of the NorthwesternRoad, died at his

tion with the ruling

at Brussels, prints a letter
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“Snow!” he exclaimed, wiping

his

reeking brow.
“Yes, snow.”
“Well, I don’t care if it falls fifty
feet deep, I am not going to chop any
more to-day. Needn’t expect a man to
kill himself jnst because we ‘are going
to have snow.”
Just then a rap came at the door.
“Come in,” cmled the professor,too
tired to get up. “What have you got
there?”
“Ax from the hardware store. Made
a mistake before and sent you a grubbing hoe.”
Mrs. Mayorhuff shouted and the professor collapsed. —Arkansatu Traveler.
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“What’s the news, my dear ?” asked
Mrs. Smith of her husband, after he
had read his morning paper.
“Oh, nothing special. I see that a
Frenchman entered a newspaper office
for the purpose of killing the editor,
but the editor succeeded in killing his
antagonist.”

“Goody 1 goody!” exclaimed Mrs.
Smith. “Served him right. How did
him ? Shoot him ?”
was newly married,” replied Smith, “and I guess he induced
the Frenchman to eat some of his wife’s
cooking.” -Newman Independent.
the editor

“The

kill

editor

While tbe ladies’ fair was in progress
at Dallas, a gentleman from the coun-

said:

try who was smoking a cheap cigar,
after peering into the door for a while,
,

would like to go in.”
“You have to have two things to

“I

get in.”

“What be they?”
“One is a ticket, and the other is no
cigar in yonr mouth, "—i’exa* bijlinys.

__

^

FUR WILL FLY.

A DOZEN DEAD.

0?

Defeats Crozier’s Force Near Dock

em Boar

Like, Killing Twelve and

a

Spoiling for

Decisive light

Wounding Eleven.
Queen VictoriaCalls Ont the Beserves
and Militiamen for Permathe Dead and

The Police Eetreat—List of
f

nent Service.

Hurt— The Dominion

in

Aroused.

The

Birmingham's Great Gun Paotories Overwhelmed with Pressing Orders

First Battle.

[Ottawa (Ont) dispatch.]
for Anns.
In the House of Commons to-night the
following dispatch from Lieut. Col. Irvine
England.
to Sir John Macdonald, dated Fort Cnrle[Cable dispatches from London.]
ton, via Winnipeg, March 27, was read by
PREPARING FOR THE CONFLICT.
the Premier:“The party under my comActive war preparations throughout Enmand has just arrived. When near Fort
gland continue, and not since the days of
Carleton I found that Mai. Crozier, with a
tho Crimea has the excitementbeen so
party of 100, had gone to Duck Lake to segreat The belief has rapidly grown within
cure a large quantity of supplies there
the past few days that a war with Russia is
stored. They were met by some hundred
unavoidable, and the war fever is now
rebels,
held
advantageous
strong upon the people. The activityat
position at Beardy’s Reserve, and enthe arsenals and dockyards is almost undeavored to surround Major Crozier’s force
precedented. Large forces of men are
of police and civilians. The rebels fired
employed both day and night filling the
first. When the firing became general
heavy orders already sent in by both the
Major Crozier, owing to the disadvantage
War and Admiralty Offices. Already the
at which he was taken, retreated in good
Governmentarsenals are taxed to their
order, arriving at the fort at the same time
utmost, and so urgent are some of the oras my party. Ten civilians of Prince Albert
ders that contracts have been made with
and two policemenwere killed, and four
civilians and seven constableswere wounded. The number of rebels killed is not
known. The police and civilians acted with
the greatest bravery under a heavy fire.
The rebel loss was estimated at eighty."
Following is a list of the killed: Constable Gibson, of the mounted police; Constable Arnold, of the mounted police; Cant.
John Morton, W. Napier, James Bokely,
William Settiot, Charles Hewitt, Robert
Middleton, James Anderson, D. McKenzie,
D. MePhail Alex. Fisher. The last named
are of the volunteer company raised by
Prince Albert. The wounded are: Of the
mounted police, Inspector Howe, Corporal
GUchrist, Constable Garrett, Constable S.
F. Gordon, Constable Smith, Constable
Wood, Constable Miller. Of the volunteer
corps, Capt. Moore, A. McNabb, W. R.
Markly, Alex. Stewart.

who

MICHIGAN LEGISLATURE.
THE STATE CAPITAL.
It is reported that an additional force of
___
____
_..r_ is now hurrying
Russian troops
20,000
A bill to allow East Baalnaw to borrow money
from the Caucasusto the Afghan frontier, Mlchlfan Honors tho Old Soldier— Tho
Game Law Bill Beaten— Feeble-Minded to improve ita water-works was passed by tho
and that a collision between the Ameer's
to Be Cared For— ContractLabor-Miforces and the Russians is imminent
nority Representation— First Appropria- Senate on the mb. Other bills were passed as
follows: To roiralatethe employment of ohtlRussia is working hard to raise money in
tion— One Office Less -Sundries.
dren, youmr persons, and womm In certain
Germany. Several great failures hare oc[From Our Own Correspondent!
cases; to smem! the statutes re sting to
curred in Moscow* and a financial panic is
Justices’courts; to amend the statutes relative
Lanhino, March 21.
to the partition of land; to amend tho charter
feared. This complicatesmatters for Russia.
Representative Campbell, of Branch, on
of Manistee; and to Incorporatethe public
A RACE F.OB HERAT.
the 17th, offered the following preamble schools of Greene Township,Alpena County.
A telegram from Nice, the Italian water- and conoorrent resolutionthat was unani- The House passed the bills to Incorporate the
ing place, says:
mously adopted, every one of Dje 91 mem- charter of West Bay City. Tho Hquae
spent the entire afternoon considere Ctntral News correspondent was toThe
bers present voting yea, after eloquent ing
committee
the whole
day accorded an interview with Capt. speeches by Messrs. Black and Wright Representative
Dodge's bill to repeal the law of
Abkanoff, the Russian military Governor (both Democrats):
1881, that providesthat all persons who die In
and poor houses, and whose remains
of Merv, who is sojourninghere for his
Whereas, We learn with sorrow that prisons
health. That gentleman,replying to the Ulysses 8. Grant, our greatest soldier in are not claimed within twenty-fourhoars, shall
bo sent to the university for dissection In the ncorrespondent’s request for his views in days of peri), our honored President in the terest of science. Messrs. Dodge, MoNabb,
regard to the chances of war between Enturbulent ebb of civil war, and our esteem- Liim;, Black, Campbell,Lincoln, and Hampton
spoke for, and Towns, Adams, Bates, Howell,
gland and Russia, stated that he had but
ed citizenin time of peace, is borne down (T N. Case, and Markey. against the bill.
little doubt a conflict between the countries
by on enemy that the sword, now in its Speaker Clarke appointed Messrs. Blacker,
would occur, and it would be hard to predict
O.N. Case, Ovlatt,Webber, and Crosier the
scabbard, cannot conquer; and,
the result.The war, if once commenced, will
Whereas, We recognize, and remember committee to Investigatethe ManisteeRiver
undoubtedlybe a long and bitter one, and its with gratefulfeelings, the personalquali- ImprovementCompany.
The Senate bill appointinga stenographerfor
result will forever settle, or at least for a long
ties o!
and courage of our great
)f bravery
t
the Twenty-seoond Circuitwas passed in the
time, all differences between Russia and Enchieftainas re-enacted by him through his
Senate, March W, also, House bill legalising the
gland with regard to their Asiatic possespatience in suffering and bis fortitude in laying of a road In Warren, Midland County;
sions. It is the only way the differences pain; and,
with regard to the Rnsso- Afghan frontier
Whereas, Michiganin the pride of her UUl I1LIH jHJI till UK me vny Ul niiuuu, xiuuik:ijiii
can be settled. “The present threatened untarnishedloyalty forgets not in time of revising Adrian's charter; House bill establishinga Board of Tubllo Works in East Saginaw.
outbreak of hostilities between both countrouble a brave defenderof her cherished A resolutionpaused asking Conuress to estabtries over these Questions," continued Capt.
liberty; therefore,
lish a National Game Preserve on St Clair flata;
Abkanoff, "has long been brewing, and
Resolved, That the House of Representa- also, one to he eaftcr hold evening session*.
matters seem to be in a fair way of reachThe Houae paaaed the Senate bill Incorporating
tives, the Senate concurring, and in behalf
the village of Berrien City: House bill Incoring a climax. If war is meant neither powof the people of the State of Michigan, exporating the villageof n tamora, Lapeer
er has a moment to lose. It will be the
tend to tho hero of Appomattox,in his County; Houae bill Incorporatingthe public
question of a race between the armies of weary hours of suffering, the consolation of schools of Bangor. Bay County, and the Senate
Kill
Vaaf Saginaw
Ua tv In aw Wffitnr
IIarvH
blU authorizing AKa
the East
Water Board
their sympathies bom of admiration, to
borrow money. The bill to provide Detroit
memory, and gratitude;
with a non-partisanboard of registration and
Resolved, That our earnest desires are election comfnlMlonerawas passed. There was
only expressed by many years of added a long, animated,and, at times, personal debate
in the House to repeal the so-called Baker conblessings and usefulness to his life, and H'lraoy law. enacted In 1870, to punish strikera.
that the field of battle mav be yet afar off The committee of the whole struck ont all after
the enactingclause. Then the House declined
where he shall fall upon death.
The resolutionwas adopted in the Senate to concur and tho bill went on the table.
In the Senate the Governor noted his apby a rising vote, and all but one Ssnator
(Curtiss of Kent) rose to his feet They proval of the following acta, March 28: Authorare to be handsomly engrossed and fully izing the F.aat Saginaw Water Board to borrow
a concurrent resolutionon Arbor Dar.
signed and transmitted to the brave old money;
Ai
Bills passed amending Adrian's charter, amenc
hero.
In Port Enron's charter, incorporating tne vilGAME RILL BEATEN.
lage of Newberry. Chippewa County, inoorThe bill to prevent the hunting of deer poratlng the village of Metamora, La___

The BritiBh lion and tho North*
file)

an

atsf

.........

in the Senate on its
and called ont a
very long and very excited discussion for
quite a part of the afternoon session. The
bill slipped through the House so easily
and unexpectedly some weeks ago, that
has ever since been concededthat it would
pass the Senate too. Possibly it will at the
next trial, but it failed the first time, and
only received 16 yea votes with 13 against
it. It was re-considered and tabled to wait
for a full Senate, and its Diends very much
hope that they can secure the one vote
needed from the three who were absent.
Unless the bill can pass, the deer of Michigan will become extinct at a very early day,
as they are even being killed by the wholesale at seasons when only their hides are of
value. Enough was developed during the
discussion of the bill to make it certain
that if the bill is passed, another, to provide
for the appointment of a game and firth
warden, will also be passed. If the former
bill is passed the warden will be needed to
strictly enforce Us provisions.
with dogs

TENDER OF SERVICES.

war authoritieslast evening inquiring about' ri vate firms. At the dockyards vessels are
jeing fitted out for instant departure, some
the extent of the rebellion.
of them not having been placed under sailThe Situation.
in^ordere for years.
_ je Queen’s message in calling out the
Excitement over tfce Riel rebellion increases hourly. It is said that the Govern- reserves and militia is as follows:
“The present state of public affairs and
ment has been suppressing news all along,
and that the rising is more serious than the the extent of the demand on Her Majesty’s
public has been led to believe. Riel is militaryforces for the protection of the inKnown to be a wily commander, and a pris- terests of the empire having constituted,in
oner reports that he has six pieces of Amer- the opinion of her Majesty, a case of great
ican cannon, 1,500 men stronglyintrenched
near Duck Lake, and that he is being
bei
joined
by hundreds of American Indians.

THE DEATH PENALTY.
William Neal, tho Notorious Ashland (Ky.)
Murderer, Hanged.
(Grayson (Ky.) special.]
Iffist

evening, Neal, the last of the Ash-

from Mount

Sterlingby a Sheriff and a pobse of seven
men armed with shotguns, efforts to pro*
cure evidence of his innocence having
proved abortive.An immense crowd witnessed the departure, and at each station
people congregatedto see him. To all
questionershe protestedhis innocence.At •
riving here he was conducted to the jail,

emergency, her Majesty has deemed it
proper to provide additional means for
militaryservice. She has therefore thought
it right to communicate to the House of
Commons that she is about to cause the
reserve forces and such proportion of the
militia as might be deemed necessary to be
called out for permanent service."
The call issued by the War Office, in accordance with the Queen’s message, is for
53,000 reserves and 140,000 militia.
The Queen’s message has been received
by the country with great enthusiasm.The
enthusiasmis especiallymarked at the va-

and

asked tor eggs and bacon for supper, breakfast, and dinner. When asked if he wanted
a minister, he replied it would do no good.
He was visited during the night until 10:30
by newspaperreportersand others. He reiterated his innocence to all, and declared
that he had had no fair trial. The prisoner
retired about 1 a,m. and slept three or four
hours. After breakfast he received visitors, amoug them two ministers, who
conducted religious exercises, Neal joining. The death warrant was read at 10:20.
The prisoner was driven to the scaffold,
which was erected in a field between hills,
from which thousands saw the hanging.
Neal ascendedthe scaffold with great composure. He said: “I say to one and all,
you all know this is no place to tell a lie.
_ have here to-day to suffer for a heinous
crime I did not commit. At one day my
innocence will be established beyond a
doubt. I bid yon one and all goodLord,
knowest I

by.

O

Thou
Into Thy

CONTRACT PRIHON LABOR.
While the Senate Committee on Prisons
reported some days ago that the contract
prison labor system should be retained, a
similarcommittee in tho House has this
week reported in favor of tho immediate
both countries for Herat, and the one who abolitionof the system, as well as of all
obtains possession will have much to its steam-powermachinery at the State Prison
advantage. Russia,” concluded the Cap- and State Honse of Correction.A clear
tain, “has never had a better opportunity case of disagreement among doctors.
MORTGAGE FORECLOHUREB.
and her troops ought to seize Herat before
A bill of interest to mortgageeand mortthe English get a chance to fortify and
gagers, as well as attorneys,is that of Repmake it impregnable."
resentative Sellers that “providesfor an
CHEERFUL TALK.
[London special.]
attorney fee in the foreclosure of real esA prominentofficialat the Russian Em- tate mortgages by advertisement’’ It passed
bassy to-night offere'd to bet your corre- the House, 82 to 1, and will pass the Senspondent two to one, in any amount, that ate. It provides “that in all cases of forethere would be no war between Russia and closure of a mortgage upon real’estateby
England The talk at the Russian Em- advertisement, where an attorneyand connbassy is cheerful,when visitors are present, sellor-at-lawis employed to foreclose the
but the gayety seems forced, and the visitor same, an attorney fee (not to exceed, howleaves with an impression that the diplo- ever, the amount provided for, if any, in
mats are trying to put a good face upon a the mortgagebeing foreclosed)may be inseriousmatter.

WAR

innocent

Grand Dukes

ing of rifles, overhauling of vessels,and tillery.
As shadowing the future of the campaign
fitting up of army quarters has not been
against the Mahdi,. it is significant that the
seen in England in seventy years.
The arming of the nation is, however, War Office is almost resolved to send to
beset by some difficulties. On no account India from Suakim the troops now forming
is the military force in Ireland to be re- the garrison there, together with the Grenwith Gen. Graham, produced. It is intended to send 25,000 of the adier Guards, now wi
English militia to Deland, thus releasing vided arrang meats are affected with the
25,000 regular troops. This will be a deli- Porte whereby Suakim may be garrisoned
cate operation,for the presence of the mili-

a

A

ada is practically denuded of regulartroops,
and little aid is expected
from
as dis-- -- -—
-- - there,
-- -- -turbance, and dynamite, if not invasion,
will, it is feared, ’keep Canadians busy at
ralfia
a „goodly
home. From Austra
_____
_____ , contingent
is expected. Finally, it is believed that
England and Scotland alone will furnish all
the troops needed, even if it is necessary to
pnt 250,000 men into the field by the beginning of next year, should the campaign
IftBt so long. All this will cost heavily.
The first call will be for $40,000,000 next

mrnmm+m

correspondentwrites from Cairo as

follows: The Egyptian Government

is

in-

formed that an “AmericanIrishman," name
not known, started from Chicago in January last to assist the Soudanese in their
warfare against the British troops. He
sailed from New York in January, and went
Dorn France to Ceylon, where he remained
ime time, and had several long interviews

Nicholas, Vladimir, Peter,

on

a

the Sondan.

#

and George, has been called at St Petersburg, to decide if in the case of war the
regular cavalry could be used in Central
rious militarystations throughout the king- Asia, Where provenderand water are scarce.
dom. Everywhere active efforts are being
India’s Share.
exerted to get banacks ready for the reFrom
India
come
reports of still greater
serves,and have arms and accoutrements
at hand to equip them. The immense' activity.Lord Dufferin has received the assurance of the Maharajahsof their loyaitv,
stores of arms at tne Tower are ready to be
distributedwhen required. The war feel- and the formal offer of their forces. The
ing is strong among the reserves,and many native Indian troops will furnish some
had already joined the guards before the 7<’,000 men for a war, but their value as
order summoning them to service was re* fighting factors must be counted at not more
than half that number. The Vicerov now
ceived.
In proof of the energy of the prepara- has 60,000 men ready to march, but, of
or near
tions, it may be pointed ont that a contract coarse, all are not
for 12,000 tons of coal to be delivered in the Afghan frontier. He estimatedthat
the Baltic has been made; that 100,000 uni- in case of war he will require imforms have been ordered; that 5,000,000 mediate reinforcements eonivalent to twenty-three regimentsof infantry, three regirifle cartridgesare to be sent to India within ton days, and that ten torpedo-boats are ments of cavalnr, two batteriesof field arin course of construction.
Such furnish- tillery, and eighteen batteriesof horse ar-

I

From Chicago to

COUNCIL.

A war council of Generals, including the

tia in Ireland will probably be an incentive
hands to
revolt The English policy is,
I commit my soul. I am innocent" if there is any sign of open rebellion
Thelastwords were said Inst as the drop
in Ireland, to hurry it to
head
fell He was pronounced dead
del in ton minand crash it ont bodily, making a
ntes. None of his relativeswere present smaller garrison necessary in the end. Can*

am

-

-

*

with Arabi Pasha, the exiled leader of the month.
Egyptian uprising of 1882. He obtained
Basala.
credentialsfrom Arab! Pasha commending
TO arms! to arms!
him to the El Mahdi and his followers,and
The Si Petersburg governmentis said
had now made his way to the camp of Osto be so eager for a conflict that peace can
man Digna near Suakim.
only be preserved by a humiliating surrender on the part of the British.

ITEMS.

came up

final passage on the 17th,

information connecting the Fenian brotherhood with the Northwestrebellion, and will
make it a subject of international correspondence with the United States authorities. A rumor is current that they supplied
the Metis with arms and ammunition and
money to carry on warlike operations.
Twenty-two private detectives have been
dispatchedto various American cities and
points on the American border in the immediate vicinity of the trouble.

Many telegrams have been received from
Canadians in the United States offering
their seivices in the event of any further
trouble,and militia organizationsin various
provinces have telegraphed their willingness to proceed to Carleton on a moment’s
notice. The feeling is general that the
Metis should be wiped ont. They have
been treated with every consideration by
the Government in the past, and by their
action hive destroyed all sympathy. A
message M'as received from the Imperial

of

I

THE FENIANS SUSPECTED.
The Government is understood to have

lana murderers, was brought

m
.

by 5,000 Turkish troops in lieu of the British force.

The Council of India has been authorized to raise a credit of £1,500,000 on account of the Indian treasury for war purposes. Earl Dufferin, Viceroy of India,
will give the Ameer of Afghanistanthe
grant which he demands to pay the Afghan
troops and allay the discontent of tribal
leaders. The Ameer promises to place 50,000 troops on Hie frontierand in the forts
at Balkh, Fenjdeh, and Herat Preparations now being made at Rawul Pindi and
Quetta indicate that an early advance will
be made via Qnetta and Sidi, with the object of reaching Herat before the Rnssians.
The authoritiesofRawul Pindi presented
Lord Dufferin with an address, declaring
loyalty to her British Majesty the Empress
of India, and expressingappreciation of
the honor done Bawnl Pindi in selectingit
as the meeting place of the council. Tho
address of the Rawul Pindi authorities
concluded with the followingstatement:
“This recognition of our dimity will confirm that confidence in us which has been
so long established,and which is daily raceivingexpressionfrom the rulers of India.”

The Russiansar6 keeping their preparasecret Contracts have been Earl Dufferin responded to the Bawui
The wife of the Lord Mayor of London made with ship-owners to carry troops Pindi address very
sends to America for her perfumery.
across the Caspian Sea. The Russian rail- Hying: "The offers of
The whole amount of life insurance now md utou Turkestan, from Kizil-Amt to
in foroe In the United States is $2,000,000,.
tions very
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system of accounts for poor
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officers;

amending the act to consolidatethe poor
laws; amending Act 243, of 1883, relative to
highways and public roads; anthori ing State
Auditorsto pay the claims of fire companies

service of proces

es

------action of

ejectment;
--------

amending Section 6987, Howell, relative to par
tition of eatates;the Joint resolution allowing the Central Michigan Soldiers sad
Bailors' Aanoolationuse of tents: amending
cluded as a part of the costs, in the amount Grand Rapida charter; changing the name of
bid upon such sale for principaland inter- Mabel L Wilber to Mabel E. Cook; reinoorporat lug Marino City ; amending the act to protect
est due thereon, as follows: For all sums
boh and pmerve fl'herlea. In the House the
of $501) or less, $15. For all sums over following bills passed ; Establishing a Record$500, and not exceeding $1,000, $25. For er’s Court in Kalamazoo; retnoorporaUngLeslie
all sums over $1,000, and not exceeding and Mnakcgon;detaching territory from Marquette and Merominee and org nlzing the coun$5,000, $35. For all sums over $5,000,
ty of Iron. A resolutionthat hereaftermem$50: Provided, That if payment shall be bers should forfeittheir pay when absent was
made after foreclosure proceedings are referred to the Committee on State Affairs.
commenced and before sale is made, only
Condiments and Indigestion.
one-half of such attorney fee shall be collected. The several sums designated as
above shall include the principal and interest dpe thereon.”

MINORITY REPRESENTATION.

condiment combined; this is the case
ont a discussion with some others. Cam-powders are
lasting through the day and for into the
mixtures of very potent condiments,
night in the honse. is the bill “to secure the
minority of stockholders in corporations with more or less farinaceous materials,
Another bill

that called

organized under general laws, the power of
electing a representative memberahipin
boards of directors. " It was fonght inch
by inch, bnt finally passed by a vote of yeas
56, nays 38. It provides “That in all elections for directors of any corporation organized under any general law of this State,
other than municipal,every stockholder
shall have
the right
to vote
in person or by
______
____
_____
, the number
of shares
of stock owned
rof
shs
im for as many
bt persons
pen as there may
be directors to be elected; or to cumulate said
shares, and give one candidate as many
votes as will equal the number of directors
multiplied by the number of shares of his
stock;
hiuck , or to uiBuriuuie
distribute them
mem vu
on the
me name
same
principal among as many candidates as he
shall think fit All such corporations shall
elect their directors annually, and the entire number of directors shall be balloted
for at one and the same time and not separately.”
It may be remembered that a substantially similar bill passed the Honse two
years ago on a majority vote, and on its

.. pH

^7.

ur

and sulphur compounds, which, like
the oil of mustard, of onions, garlic,
etc., may have a certain amount of nutritive value.

The mere condiment is a stimulating
drug that does its work directly upon
theinner lining of the stomach, by exciting it to increasedabnormal activity.

A dyspeptic may obtain immediate relief by using cayenne pepper. Among
the advertised patent medicines is s
pill bearing the very ominous name of
its compounder,the active constituent
of which is cayenne. Great relief and
temporarycomfort are commonly obtained by using it as a “dinner-pill.”
If thus used only as temporary remedy
for au acute and temporary, or exceptional, attack of indigestion, all

is

well,

but the cayenne, whether taken in pills
or dusted over the food or stewed with
it

in curries or any otherwise,is one of

the most cruel of slow poisons when
passage m the Senate President Crosby taken habitually. Thousandsof poor
ruleid that it required a two- thirds vote (as
wretches are crawling^miserablytoward
lly an amendment to a law
it was praoticall
their graves, the victims of the multifor chartering incorporations), and was
tude of maladies of both mind and body
therefore not passed on a majority vote.
Its friends then adopted a resolution requiring the Secretaryto return it to the
_____ with the official notice that it bad
receiveda majorityof all the Senators
elect. It was then engrossed and presented
to the Governor, bat he vetoed it because
the records of the Senate showed that
President Crosby had rated it lost. Another hard fight will be had over the present bill in tho Senate, bnt it is likely to
receive a majority,and President Button is
not expected to hold to the two-thirdsrequirement

that are connected with chronio, incur-

able dyspepsia,all brought about by
the habitual use of cayenne and its
condi mental cousins.

The usual history of these victims is
that they began by overfeeding,took
tho condiment to foroe the stomach to
more than its healthful amount of
work, using bnt little at first Then

ABOLISHED.
Both houses have passed the bill to abol
ish the office of Commissioner of Immigraand ordered it to take effect June 1

'**'*>-

yKA.

_

to ejectments, amending the East Saginaw
Board of Eduoatton sot, amending section
M7,on of the statutes;relating to courts of
isolld
chancery ; allowing the consolidation
of two
Detroit Medloal Colleges. Committees of tho
Senate and House began an Investigation of the
military department under the two years' administration of Gen. Shakespeare. Gov. Begole,
Shakespeare,Palmer of Detroit, and M. Israel,a
Kalamazoo clothier,have been subpoenaed, and
the chargea of extravaganceIn the conduct of
the department will be Investigated.
Bills incorporatingBay City; Incorporating
Bangor; for a Recorder'sCourt in Kalamazoo;
IncorporatingSt. Ignaoe; and amending act
of 1883 relative to the payment of wages earned
and materials furnished for pnbUo buildings
and public works were passed by the Senate.
March 27. In the House, the Governor noted
bis approvalof the acts amending section 7000.
1 Howell, relative tooourte held by Justices of
the Peace, and authorizing drain proceedingsin
Warren, Midland County. Bills passed: Incorporating Frankfort, Benzie County, and incorporating Roscommon,Roscommon County.
Both houses held two sessions on the 28th
nit.,and did little talking and considerable work.
The military committeedid not resume ths
QuartermasterGeneral’s office Inquiry, postponing further action till the 8lst uk In the
Senate the following bills passed:Reorganising
the union school districtor Flint; amending the
act relativeto the Vasear School District No. 1;
amending sections 18lu and 1811, Howell, relative
to poor officers; providing,
uniform

000.
.

_

___

___
'orti —
____ ..
the Honse, the House bill to amend tho law
relativeto aubjects for dissection was put upon
a third reading, and lost The bill was reconsidered and laid on the table. In the afternoon the bill was taken from tho table and a
substitutefor It passed. Bills were passed
amending section4288 of the statutes relative
to insurance, to regulate the trial of sctlona for
damages, amending the sot of 1876 relative

.
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Krbmers & Banos have a full stock rif
To-morrow.
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, paint and whiteFirst Reformed Church, services at wash brushes, which they are selling at
WILLIAM H. ROGERS, Editor. 9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School low figures for cash.
8:80. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,
For Sate.
Saiurday, April 4, 1885.
at 7:80 Rev. N. M. Steffens will occuA Foundry and Finishing shop Cheap
py the pulpit. Subjects:Morning,
A nkwspapf.u and a newspaper editor “The resurrection of Christ." Afternoon, on reasonable terms, inquire of
W. H. Demming.
that people don’t talk about and some- Communion service.
Holland, March, 5,
5-3m
times abuse, are rather poor concerns.
Hope Reformed Church— Services at
The men and businessthat an editor 10:80 a. m. , and 7 :80 p. m. Sunday school The Sherwin-Williams prepared paint
sometimes feels it a duty to defend at the at 12 m. Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, in large and small cans at
Pastor. Subjects:Morning, Communion.
Krkmeks & Bangs.
risk of making enemies of another class,
Receptionof members. Sacramental adare often the first to show ingratitude. dress. Evening, Easter sermon. CongreThe editor who expects to receive much gational singing. Opening anthems by the
choir. Weekly praise and prayer meet-

_ *“*

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

.

J.

W-

ing Thursday at 7:30 p.

mistake; but he should go ahead and say come.
and do what he conscientiouslythinks
Third

Reformed

m.

All are wel-

Rev.

D.
right, without regard to the frowns or Hroek, Pastor. Services at 9:30 a. tn., and
2 p. ra. Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.
smiles.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
We are informed that some parties are Subjects:Morning, Easter sermon. Afternoon, "Christ appearing to the Disci
engaged in fishing in Macatawa Bay with
pies In the evening of the first day of the
nets, contrary to the provisionsof the week.’’

4 -

-

---

Church—

Spring Opening

-dealer in-

Merchant

Tailor,
Solid Gold and Plated Chains.

1885.

charity or gratitude will soon find out his

BOS MAN, H. WYKHUYSEN,

and dealer in

Ladies' and Gents' Lockets,
Silverware, Platedware,

Ready-Made

Clothing,
Jewelry and Clocks.

My
A large and very

fine line

of

is

Van Fatten & Sons

law which has been passed b? oar

legisFirst Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Governor,and which Services at 9:30 a. tn., and 2 p. m. Sun- FOR BARGAINS IN DRY GOODS,
day school at 8:45. Subjects: Morning,
Is now in full force. To those parties we
“The first day of the week.” Afternoon, FOR BARGAINS IN GINGHAMS.
are requested to state that all violationsof
“The risen Christ preaching the gospel.”
the law will be promptly prosecuted;and Evening, missionaryprayer-meeting.
FOR BARGAINS IN COTTONS,
to give a better understanding of what
Holland Christian Ref. Church— SerFOR BARGAINS IN HOSIERY.
that law is we re-publisb it. Let all lake vices it 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m. The
warning as the law will be rigidly en- services will be conducted by Rev. J. A.
FOR BARGAINS IN HATS.
De Bruyn, pastor.
forced
FOR BARGAINS IN GROCERIES.
MethodistEpiscopal Church— Rev. T. T.
A BILL to prohibit all fishing with nets George, Pastor. Services at 10:80 a. m..
in Black river lake, Black river, and in
and for all goods kept in a
and 7:80 p. m. Sunday school at 12 m
the streams tributary to said lake in Prayer meeting. Thursday evening at 7:80.
Ottawa county, Michigan..
Morning, “Christ’sresurrection the
Section
people of the State of pledge of ours." Evening, “Moral resMichigan enact, That it shall not be lawful urrection."
hereafter at any time to fish with seines,
8. B. Durl'ey, mate of steamer Arizona,
pound nets, or any other nets of whatsowhere yon can buy the best goods
ever kind or description, in any of the had his foot badly jammed. Thomas’
waters of Black river lake, including the
Eclectric Oil cured it. Nothing equal to
harbor thereof, Black river, and in the
streams tributary to said lake, iu the it for a quick pain reliever.
county of Ottawa in this state. Any pergo to
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.
son offendingagainst the provisions of
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
this act shall for each and every offense,
upon conviction thereot, be punished by a Bruises. Sores, Ulcers. Salt Rheum, Fever G.
Sons.
fine of not exceedingone hundred dollars, Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
or in default thereof by imprisonment in Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positivethe county jail not exceedingninety days, ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
or by both such fine and imprisonment,to guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
be determined by a court of competent money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by H. Walsh.
jurisdiction.

SUIT

OS

I IT

lature, signed by the

:

1.

General Store!

have just been received and sll who desire a good
~"tOJ
CUSTOM
MADE eult of Clothes will do well to

&

GIVE ME A CALL.

Our large stock of
will

YATES & KANE

are also authorized, on the part of,

FITS: All Fits stopped free by Dr.
the Macatawa Fishermen’s Association, Kline’s Great Nerve Restorer. No fits
to offer a reward of five dollars for evi- after first day's use. Marvelous cures.
dence that will lead to the convictionof Treatise and $2.00 trial bottle free to fit
cases. Send to Dr. Kline, 931 Arch St.,
parties violatingthe law.
Phils.,
12-ly

Pa.

For the Holland Vity Newt:

Mr. Editor.—

THAT HACKING COUGH

I beg leave to use a little cured by hhlloh’a Cure.

week:

space iu your columns ibis

THE COURT HOU8R.
The proposition to bond the county for
*

me

$85,000 at this time, appears to

Grand Haven boom, and

to

can be bo quickly
We guaranteeIt.

WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyepepilaand Liver
Complaint? Shiloh's Vitalizer ia guaranteed to
core yon. For rale by Yates A Katie.

such by a Grand Haven committee.

much

on

do not believe in taxa-

tion for show, or for jobbery, or for private gratification. Older and richer counties than Ottawa are satisfied

with such

accommodations as we have, or may have

at a reasonable expense. Again, this
whole bonding system is an abomination.
For example, why should this county pay
$2,000 for interestevery year,

when

the

same amount, raised fora tinting fund
and Invested, would build a new court
house

some such tax,

If the peoolc can agree to

why not

then, for a court house sinking

iuod, and not

I

any debt.

to 10 or 12 years, without

for this sink-bole

of bonds?

OUR CITY.
was here, when Holland was

incorpo-

rated as a city, and shared the opinion of

who were opposed to the movement.
We regarded it as a tendency for olflees,
undue taxation,corruption and other

those

vexatious resuits. After an experience of
18 years, how fur

wrong

pation. But here we

was this antici-

are,

a

city,

a good

sized cilytaoulin a small and impecunious

body. What next? Simply this:
the best and

most

have

reliable officialsfrom

constableup to mayor, those who have a

and in its
moral sod materialadvancement;who
personal interest In the

leel

bound both

in duty

city,

and disposition to

enforce the laws, and protect the

Examine our Goods before purchasing elsewhere.
j.

Holland, Mich., April 23,

will

Easier Cards, Marbles, Base

8-tf.

Ball,
just re-

Jumping Ropes

we to do with partizanship in

.

city

affairs.

managing

Chas. Scott.

VAN DEE HAAB,

has just received a new and fresh stock of

ATTENTION

GROCERIES,
Farmers and

and every thing appertaining

to

a

GROCERY STORE.
Woodsmen. FIRST-CLASS"•'T
will

buy

all

ED.

VER SCHURE,

Van Putten &

of
a*

Supt.

Sons’ store.

Call and sec me In the brick store next to the
post office.

be found here at low prices.:

SCHOOL BOOKS and
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

VAN DER HAAR,
1885.
FIRST WARD

Holland, March

Genuine Cyclone
is

going on in the stock of

7-tf.

19,

Drug Store.

Dry Goods & Groceries.
at the store of

YATES & KANE’S.

B, B. BEST, M. D, Prop’r.

YATES A KANE,

FOR LAME BACK.

Side or cheet nee Shiloh's
Porua Plaster. Price 23 cent 8.

Holland, Mich., Jan.

15.

18S4.

Mr. Henry Lubetura a competent prescription clerk, has charge, and will be
lound nt all hour*, reauy to compound *
prescriptionsin
tin roughly reliable

WYNHOFF

B.

SHILOH’S COUGH and ConeuraptionCure is
fold by u» on a Guarantee. It cures consumption.
Fcr sale at Yates & Kane.

Election Notice.

a

Clerk's Office,Cmr of Uollakd, J
March 18, 1S85.

manner.

'

Dress Goods, Table Linens
The Fountain of Youth.
Dyspepsia is the prevailingmalady of 7b the Electorsof the City of Holland:
Skirts, Hosiery, White Goods,
Notice is hereby given that the annual charter
civilizedlife. A weak dyspepticstomaWi
election for the City of Holland,will be held on Etc , in endless variety.
acts very slowly nr not at all on many the first Monday tthe sixth day) of April A.D.
kinds of food. Gases are extricated, acids 1885, in the several wards of said city at the places
A full and complete line of
are formed and become a source of pain designated by the Common Council, as follows
In the First Ward, at the Common Council
and disease, until discharged. To be dys_
peptic is to be miserable,hopeless, deIn the Second Ward, at the office of It D. Post.
In
the
Third
Ward,
a'
fagle
Hose
Co’s,
rooms.
pressed, confused In mind, forgetful,
In the Fourth Ward, at the residence of Geo. H.
irresolute, drowsy, weak, languid and
always on hand.
81pp.
useless.It destroysthe Teeth, Complex- At yald electionthe following officers are to be
ion, Strength, Peace of Mind, and Bodily elected and proposition voted npon.
STATE OFFICERS.
ease. It produces Headache, Pain in
I have the agency in this city
Two Regentsof the University, and one Juitlce
Shoulders,Coughs, Tightness of Chest,
of the Supreme Court, whose term of office will befor the celebrated
Dizziness, Sour eructations of Stomach,
on the first-day of January, A. D. 1880.
Bad taste in Mouth, Bilious attacks, Pal- ginProposition
to contract a loan.
liation of Heart, Inflamation of Lungs,
Proposition to raise by loan the sum ef thirty’ain in the region of the Kidneys, and a five thousand dollarsfor the purposeol building a
hundred other painful symptoms. Dys- new Court House lu said county of Ottawa.
CtTT OFFICERS.
pepsia invariably yields to the vegetable
These lamps are a great im
One
Mayor in the place of »V. H. Beach, whose
remediesin GOLDEN SEAL BITTERS,
terra of• office
offic
„ .
the great purifierof the blood and restorer
One Supervisor iu the place of Knmmer oebad- provement on all other lamps
of health. In these complaints it has no delee, whose term of office expires.
quantity
oil
One City Clerk lu the place of Geo. U. Slpp, both
equal, and one bottle will prove a better
whose terra of office
„
guarantee of its merits than a lengthy adOne City Treasurer in the place of Cornelius Ver used and the amount of light
vertisement. For sale by H. Walsh. 6 4t Schure, whose term of office expires.
they give. Call and
One City Marshal in the place of KdwardVaupe:l, whose term of office expire*.
Fresh Sweet Cider, at
One Justice of the Peace, for full term, office see them.

rooms.

:

A complete assortment of

MT ABU

expires.

.

as to

expires. „

now

vacant.

,

,

OIVK

Krkmkks & Bangs carry a full
Humphrey's Homoepatbic Specific.

R. B. BEST,

SLEEPLESS NIGHTb. made miserable by that
terriblecough, bhl lob's Cure is the remedy for
you.
CATARRH CURED, health and

Goods delivered free of charge,

sweet breath
Price 50

Steam Laundry of Grand Rapids and all
who have laundry work will do well to
go

For

the place

Holland, June

:
i

WYNHOFF.

I
|

j
I

I

j

M|

iSTOPPED FREE
Mtrvtbus succtss.
Insane Person* Hestored

H

c>‘r'/"• N'rv* Ayr ct ton r Fits, Ffil’tty, ttc.
.Ll.ini.-l if taken as directed. AO FUt afur
\^njirttday's use. Treatise and #a tri’l bottlefree to
i
Fit patients, they piymi- expresscharge* on Ikit when
nwired.Send names, P. 0. and express address of
Afflicted to Dt.KLINE.oii Arch SL.PhUidelnbla.PA.
MlDniggitU. BEWARE OF IMITATING FRAUDS.

INF

i

1888.

14,

John A. Ter Vree, whose term of office expires:
and one Constable In the place of CharlesOdell,
whose term of office expires.
For ine
the otcunu
Second Wani.-One
tor
rruru.— vmic Alderman In the
place ot John Beukema, whose term of office expire*; and one Constable In the place of
of John
Van Den Berg, whose term of office expires.
FOr the Third TVff«f.—One Alderman in the
place of Relnder E. Workman, whose term of
office expire* ; and one ConstableIn the place of
Edward Vanpcll. whose term of office expires.
For the Fourth Mm/.-One Alderman In the
place of Arend J. Nyland.whoee term of office expires; and one Constablein the place of Pieter

1884.

$200,000

.

B.

WARD OFFICERS.
the Fint Ward.-One Alderman In

27,

in presente oiten away.
Send ns 5 cents postage,
and by mail yon will get
free a package of goods
oT large fslue,^that will start yon In work that will
at once bring yon In money faster than anything
else In America.All about the $200,000 In presents with each box. Agents wanted everywhere,
rite
of either sex. ol all ages, for all the time, or spare
time only, to work lor ns at their own homes.
Fortunesfor all workersabsolutely assured. Don’t
delay. H. H allot A Co., Portland. Maine.

of

of office expires.

a first-classdrug

TJS A. CAIili.

Holland, Mtcb., June

.

Two School Inspectors, full term, In place of
stock of laaac Cappon and Thomas J. Boggs, whose term

FIML

store will be kept constunlly to baud.

which

PESSINK’8.

AND LOW'S

Everythimr npertaining to

CROCKERY

Needle Gas Lamp.

every right minded citizen should remem- leave it at the City Bakery.
ber his responsibility,whether he takes
For fresh herbs and pure drugs
part in a cabcus to nominate,or whether
the Central Drug store.
he goes to the ballot-box to elect. Very

our

12-ly

a specialty.

cents. Nasal Injector free. For sale by Yates &
years to come, and Holland may as well
Kane.
vacate its claims and its hopes to be a
J. Pcssink ia ageut for the American
place of position, and importancein

selecting our city officers or

w. BOBMAN,

18JH.

H.

plaint. Let things go on, nnebanged, for secured by Shiloh'sCatarrh Remedy.

western Michigan. Every taxpayer, and

WYKHUYSEN.

1882.

NEW GROCERY STORE
E.

Drugs and Books

citi-

zens iu all that makes cltizensbipoi
value. 1 am constrained to say that
too many have just cause for com-

little have

H.
24,

!

or to G.

Rubber Balls and
the connty bnildings as the public inter- ceived at

ests require; but I

NINTH STREET, OPPOSITE FIRST CJURCH.

I

cy of well securing the public records

my Stock. Watches
and Clocks repaired on
short notice.

in and see

Every thing in the Groceryline from a pound
Ihe Stave and Heading aalt
to a barrelof sugar will be mild as cheap
Bolls you can make and deliver the year anywhere in this city.
round, viz:
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
Elm Slave Bolts, 33 Inches long.
a ready aale in tbia locality.
An entire new znd fresh stock of drugs. Nothing Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
Black Ash Bending Bolls 88 inches long
old or stale.
Basswood Heading Bolls, 88 inches long.
Pine Heading Bolls, 20 inches long.
Everythinqusually kept in a first-class stock of
For making contractsor further informationapply to Fixter’s Slave Factory.

Jfyttia1 §uti(f?s.

White’s Pulmonaria has no equal for
believe in having the court house located coughs and colds. Try it. For sale by
Krbmers & Bangs, Druggists.
where it is, and I believe also in the poliagainst loss, and of spending so

READY-MADE CLOTHING

Come

Holla nd. Mich., Oct.

We

as a

be pushed as

this city.

Particular attention is called to the fact
that all my goods are first-classand are
sold at low prices.

be sold at bottom prices.

TIIVER STREET'

We

unsurpassedIn

------ ‘ ............

CHEAT*,
Van Putten

stock of

SILVERWARE

-

6.

full line of

Spectacles!

NECKWEAR, HATS AND CAPS, ETC.

!

keep on hand a

I also

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS

12-ly

of

Cures Dizziness,Loss of Appetite,Indigestion, Biliousness,Dyspepsia, Jaundice, Affections of the Liter and Kidneys, Pimples and Face
Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scrofula A Erysipelas.

.

who..

to

..,m

City Clerk.

f f

1884.

FALL AND

WINTER. 1885

BOOTS AND SHOES.
We have jast received a large new stock
of Boots and Shoes and Slippers for

spring and bU'nmer trade. The stock is
complete and embrace* the latest styles of
About one o'clock last week Thursday morning Ladles’ and Gents’ Shoes, which are sold
'fire broke oat In a blacksmith shop on Elliott at reasonable prices. We Sell
Street, owned by G. Hubert and occupiedby Kina
Fargo’s Boots and Fins Ladies Shoos.
A Garbe. There being a strong wind at the time
L. SPRIETSMA & SON,
•the flames spread rapidly to the adjoining dwellHolland, March 19,
7-ly
4ng house of Gcrrit Zeldenrust, the back part of
•which was badly burned. The Are departmentbeKukmers & Bangs are having an imlog promptly on the apot succeeded In saving the mense sale on Diamond Dyes and they are
rest of the buildingand prevented the Are from acknowledged to be the beat 10-ceot dye
.lireaUm .ny furlbw, tHhoagh for »me time it in the market.

Millinery

Grand Haven,

.

1885.

Canned Goods are sold at the

BONNETS, HATS, CAPS.

you esn get a

A Good Clean Shave.
A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo.
•t

any time.

and Fancy Goods.

PLUMES, TIPS, POMPONS, FANCY FEATHERS, VELVETS,
PLUSHES, SATIN, SILK, CRAPE, VEILINGS, RIBBONS,
LACES, COLLARS, CLOAKS, JERSEY JACKETS,
CLOAK AND FUR TRIMMINGS, CLOAK LOOPS,
AND BUTTONS, ZEPHYR GOODS, HAND•

MADE

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

HOODS, ZEPHYR, SAXONY

YARN, AND FAIRY FLOSS, ETC.
liAies hair cleaned and dresaod In the lateat

INFANT’S CLOAKS

City

FIRST-CLASS TOILET WATER FOR SALE
W. BAVMGARTEL,

waCiusy

_

•

i
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••

m
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

Grand Haven, and says a new court-house
would benefit him in that direction,but

new

Coart House, at sn expense not to exceed $85,000, and of toning of the bonds of. this
County in the above amount, with luterett at the
rate of 6 percent aa follows: $S, 000 Jan. 1,1891;
*8.000 Jan. 1.
$10,000 Jan. 1, 1900; tB.OOO
Jan. 1, 1905, be aubmltted
lilted to the voters
voters or
of this
county at the next annual election, to be beta
Monday, April 8, 188*.
tog a

will vote against it, as life considers it bad
policy to put up such a costly building
without being sure that we own the

7b Committee on Public Buildings, Ac
Gkrtlbmrn:— 1 beg leave to say In answer to
yonr favor of tho 18ih lost, that the Recordsshow
that on Nov. 8, IBM, Robert Stewart and others
quit claimed tho Board of Supervisorsof Ottawa

TEST

Y01

BAM

POWDER TO-DAT!

Brands advertisedas absolutelypure

COIWTAJEIW AJUUttOZTXA.

oountv, and their successors In office, all right title
I
Ac., h -y the said Stewart and others, had in the
ground.
$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1 75 if
Place aoan top down on a hot stove until heated, thea
present court house square, as appeui of Record.
Edwin
Thayer, Supervisor of Polkton.
On motion of SupervisorClark, the considera- Bee Liber B page 906. and the Records of Power of
,,,ndl' A chemist will not be repaid at three months, and $2,00 if
quired to dstect the pro*! nee of ammonia.
tion of tho Rosolntion was made a special order Attorney, recordedIn Liber A p. 177, dated Jan.
paid at nix months.
94, 1840; Uber A p. 509, dated Ncv. 15, 1819; LISalvation Oil, the celebrated American for to-morrow morning at 9 o’clock,after the read- her A p. 64. dated Juue IS. 1836: Libor A p. 187,
dated April 99. 1831; Liber R p. 581. dated July 14,
rcmedy' 18 euarnutsed to cure rbeuttu- ing of the Jonrnal.
The special order being the Resolutionoffered 1816. 1 be quit claim deed whs filed Nov, 14, 1816,
tism,
sore
throat,
swellings,
bruises,
burns,
changes.
by Which tho county, throughthe Board of Supe
by Mr. Sanford, on motion it was referred to a visors,became flic owners In fee of the land s
Bn«in*08 Cards in Oity Directory, not over three
frost-bites. Price only twenty-five
lines. S'2 per annum,
Special Committee consisting of the Supervisors long as the Jame U used for public purposes, vlx:
Notices
Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub- cents a botiie.
tlceof----Clark, Van Loo, Sanford, Porter and Mayor Beacn, Court House and other public buildings.You will
Jlshed withont charge for subscribers.
see that the couuty has been In continuous, open
who reported on tho subject matter as follows:
CSTAIl advertising bills collectableauarterl
and notorious possession of the premises for more
In the April number of the Century Ad- To the HonordbU Board of Supervisors of Ottawa than 21 years. I deem the title good as the county
has all the title there is.
County:
miral David D. Porter contributes*o the
I am, tientlmpen. Yonr Ohed’t ^erv’t.
OxNTLiMiBa:— Your Committee to whom was
For the Holland Oily News:
okoiiukW . MoBiuni. hoe. Att'y.
Series a striking paper on “The referredthe proposition of bnildlnga new Court
Mr. Editor:- In your issue, March 21,
House for this bounty, have had the subject under
ORANn Raven, Mich , Keb. 12. 1885.
Supervisor Sanford of Grand Haven, opening of the Lower Mississippi." While consideration and beg leave to respectfullyto reMessrs. Turner, Kelley. Solhe and Hyma.
quotes an extract from proceedingsof Admiral Farragut led the men-of-war past port as follows:
Gbntlxmrn:—Wishing to place a Bill and
We
recommend
that
a
proposition
to
bnlld
a
candid statement before the voters of this county,
Board of Supervisors, endeavoringto misthe New Orleans forts, Porter paved the new Court llonse be submittedto the decision of will you kindly furnish us a statement aa to want
lead your readers, and make them believe
the Electors at the next Spring
Spring election, April
.. 6,
,nuitm .v,.wuv„
of room In present vanlta
attached vu
to corfrt house.
that Supervisor Schaddelee advocates a way for and supportedthe attack with the 1885. Said building to cost $85, 000, and bonds to Also your opinion ss to vaults being lire proof lii
mortar
fleet.
At
the
beginning
of
bis
pacourt-housein Grand Haven, and
We ask this as yon are constantly on the ground
anti court-house in Holland.
had a per Admiral, Porter speaks of the
Or- of the years 1886 to 1895 Inclusive,and $3,000 lu and
have a full chance to know In referenco to tho
similar article in last week’s Observer,
each of the years 1896 to 1900, Inclusive,with In- lack of room for valuable books and papers, and
leans campaign as the most important terest tot to exceed 6 per cent per annum. Interest
Coopersville, reflectingupon me.
the liability to total losa by fire. An early answer
semi-annually.And In case such propo- will greaUy oblige,
what are the facts: This extract event of the war of the Rebellion, with the parable
sition falls to carry, that the construction be anChas. H. Clark,
is quoted from a three page report of the exception of the fall of Richmond.
thonzed of a suitable building, on a portion of Ihe
Gao. D. Sanford.
County
grounds,
for the nse of the Registerof
* committee’sdoings in regard to repairs on
Committee on County Buildings of the Board of
writes from a knowledge of the secret hisDeeds, find the safe keeping of the records belong- Supervisors.
R> HKALTHmSIM HAS NEVER BUI qiESTIOSn.
jail, etc., and was brought in the second
tory of the campaign, and has made ing to this office. Yonr Committee further reports
Grand
Haven,
Mich..
Feb.
19, 1885.
day, tacked on very modestly at the end
In a million homee for a quarter of a century it haa
that in as much as after the Spring Election there
stood the consumers’ reliable test,
stirring will necessarilybe a special meetingof the Board Charles IT. dark and Geo. D. Sanford, Esqs.
of said report, simply as the committee’s graphic description of the
Committee
on
County
Buildings,
Board
of
Surecommendation that more vault room incidents which befel the fleet in its mem- of Supervisors to determinethe result of the vote, pervisor*.
furtheraction can then b« taken to carryout either
was needed, and that they were inclined to orable battle with Forts Jackson and 8t. of the propositions herein recommended.Allot
Gentlemen:— Yonr commnnlcallonof the 12th
Instant requesting a statementas to tho suffithe opinion, that a new court-house would
which in respectfullysubmitted. (Signed)
CO.,
Phillip. Accompanying the article are
ciency of vault room to store the records of our
Cn arlbs H. Clark,
MAREOS Or
be u fine thing. Supervisor Schaddelee
respective offices, and onr opinion as to whether
Cornelius
Van
Loo,
and myself raised objections to the Inst portraitsof Admiral Farragut, Admiral
the present vaults are fire proof, has been received
George D. Sanford,
Dr. Price's Special
Extracts,
and Its contents carefullynoted. We reply: The
clause of report as not being needed to Porter, Captain
Bailey, GenGeo. P. Porter,
present vaults Intended to be ".to proof, for the
Ifct
alrlleloot awl aatara I later kssws, sad
Wm. H. Bkacu,
show what they had done in repairing eral Butler, who was in
of the
safe keeping of the public recoids of tho county
Special Committee.
jail, and intimated that it looked a little
and the fllea of the courts, uio now crowded to
land forces, Gen. Lovell, the Confederate Which report was adopted by a two-thirdsvote their utmost capacity,and to such an vxtent that Dr. Prloi’s Lupulln
like the
of
court-house
For Light, Healthy Bread, The Bust Dry Hop
It requires laborious search to find some of tho old
other leading partici- of all the Supervisors elect.
emerging from the fog surrounding said commander,
Yeast lu tho World.
court files,which have to be packed awav, and
The Committee on County Buildings of the Otreport. But upon being assured that it pants in the conflict. Besides the pormany of tho valuable records of tho County Treastawa County Board of Supervisors believe that Its
office have to be kept in the office, expos '
was not a resolutionto build a new court traits there are
ST. LOUIS.
than twenty five usually the case, when a proposition of this kind urer’s
to certain loss If the court house should bur..,
house, no money had been asked lor, and
there
being
no
room
for
them
In
tho
vaults.
There
that it was simply a vision of the com- maps, plans, and pictures of incidents, is submittedto the tax payers, that many of them Is no question but that new vaults will have to be
mittee gnd not even their opinion, but on- most of the latter being after designs by are apt to overlook the object or necessityfor built within a year to atore the rapidly accumulatly their inclination to an opinion, that a Admiral Porter. George IV. Cable, in a which the proposition Is made and vote against it ing county records,or leave a large part of them
in the officeswith no protection against loss by
court-house would be the proper brief article, gives a spirited description, (as a general thing) to their own detriment on the fire.
grounds
and
for
no
other
reason
than
that
5t
will
thing; we, rather than vote against the
We are In no better position to answer your
Or- make their taxes a little higher, while at the same question whethertho present vaults would protict
committee report In regard to work and from personal observation,of
the county records If the conrt house should burn
repairs done by them, allowed the report leans before the capture. Theodore Roos- time they will submit to a less amount of taxes than any citlzena who understandthe situation,
to be adopted.
the followingday velt contributes a paper on “Phases of being levied year after year for an unlimited nnm- and much less so than experts familiar to any exSupervisor Sanford introduced a resolu- State legislation,”in which he reveals the ber of years, and expenses In repairs (as In this tent with fire proof strnctures; but we think that
with the thin Iron doors of the vaults, without
tion, that was easily understood. Not becase) on an old worthless building,to keep it in an
non conductingbacking, and the fact that the
dark
side of the legislative picture, the
ing muddled with other matter, it was so
inhabitable condition,and by so doing, in the court house Is constructedwith heavy timber
plain that even country supervisors, like methods of the lobby, and ihe perils which long run. will pay more than the cost of a new frame, and of pine timber and lumber throughout,
would make an excced'.tgly hot fire, It may
myself, Messrs. Schaddelee, Diekema, beset legislators. A reply to Air. Cable’s safe and desirable building,and after many years, aud
well be doubted that the vaults would save the
Bond and Plant, could easily understand recent paper en “The Freedman’s Case in under tho repair system, with the many Inconven- valuable county records In case of fire,particularly
it. It was simply a proposition to taise
iences and risks attached thereto,will have noth- If any of the heavy timbers shuu d fall on It.
The but dry hop yoast In tho world.
think 11 every citizen of Ottawa County
$35,000 to build a now court-house, on 20 equity” is contributed
ing but the old shell of a building left, which is
when ho visits the County Seat, will Inspect the raised by thl» yeast ti Hflht,whtto and wholoyears time, the first payment to be made- Grady, of the Atlanta Constitution,
liable any time to be damaged by fire and necessi- vaults and court house, it will add much to the
in 1891, (put off until then we Infer to en writes ‘under the suggestive title “In tate the hntlding of a new one. and in that case all public Information upon the points above sug- lome like our arandmother,i dellelous bmd.
and wo shall be glad to aid them In such
able
to get her lumber Plain Black and White.” Another article taxes paid for repairs and the building of tempo- gested,
inspection.
meamo av tni
interests out of the way, so that the re
rary offices and vaults would bo lost. And in view
Very Respectfully Yours,
maloiog towns of the county might pay the of political Interest, found Id the Open of the above facts as above set forth, We the ComCbas. E. Boulb, Judge of Probate.
Wm. F. Kellbt, RsolsUr of Deeds.
tax.) Does Mr. Sanford show how, Mr. Letter Department, is a discussion of the mitieeon County Bnlldlngs of said County, rubR. A. Hyma, County Treasurer.
Schaddelee,myself, and others voted up- causes and probable dissapearancoof the •rult for yonr consideration the following tacts:
Chicago,
St. LOUIS* MO.
D.
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THE TEST OF THE OVER.

PRICE BAKING POWDER
Flams

Theodows
command

Sli-mf

Ysait

a new

dome

and

Qsmi

-

FOR SALE BY GROCERS.

CHICAGO.

more

LIGHT HEALTHY BREAD

new

New

On

YEASTGEMS

by Henry W.
who

Wo

Grand Haven

GROCERS SILL THEM.
Price Baking Powder Co.9

Gkorui

on this resolution? Does be show you
‘‘Solid South,” by Edward P. Clark
that we voted against it? No! If he is
so anxious that our constltuteots should Eugene V. Smalley, who has contributed
know what record we made on that occa- to the Century several articles oo the new
sion, why does he not send you a full re- Northwest, describes his journey from
port, instead of this extract of« report on
Puget Bound to the Upper Columbia, acrepairs of jail? Does he by sending ex
companying
which are views of Mount
tract referred to, wish to make your
readers believe that this was the only reso- Tacoma, and of the Tyer glacier, which

The cost of

lution that .came before the board, and is beginningto be an object o( interest to
that the whole board were unanimous in
travellers. Dr. Edward Eggleston’s “Colvoting for the resolntlon to bnlld a new
coart-honse? Or at the time of clipping onists at Home” is one of tho most popusaid extract from the proceedings, did the lar uf his series on lile in the Colonies.
fact escape his memory, that we had whenever ibis resoluiion came up in any form
A remarkableEscape.
to appropriatemoney, or to submit to a
•

vote of the people, voted against the rest lutiou? We trust that the latter was the
case, and that he did not intend to misrepresent our actions on the board. But
uftef having his attention called to (he
record, see pages 22, 25, and 28 of pro.
ceedings of the Board of Supei visors,
January session, he does find that we did
vote against the resolution,and our acts
in opposing the same, at home, were not
so Inconsistentas he had supposed,and,
that if he had the opportunity, and space

In your paper would permit, he would
correct any wrong impression that may
have been made, by bis giving only n partial report of our doings. But if we
should believe that he sent this extract
knowingly, and with intent to mislead,
we might inter that he is sending over the
county his statement of the unsafe condition of the court-house and its records,
with iuient to work on the fears nt ihu
tax-payers, that the records are in danger,
and we might find the truth to be that the
men who built those vaults knew <heir
businessand built what the tax-payers supposed they were building vaulls that were
fire proof. But Mr. Editor, as 1 said in a
if we need more vault
room, let us build it fireproof, tmd il we

former article,

Mrs. Marv A. Dailey, of Tunkhannock,
Pa., was afflicted for six years with Asth-

ma and Bronchitis, during which time the
best physicians could give no relief.
life

was despaired

of, until in last

she proenred a Bottle

Her

October

Dr. King’s New

of

Discovery, when immediate relief was

and by continuingits use for

a short

felt,

time

she was completely cured, gaining in flesh
50 lbs. in a few months.
Free trial bottles of this certain cure of

all Throat and

Lung

Diseases at H.

Walsh’s Drug Store. Large Bottles $1.00

For Colds, Cr* u >. Asthma, Bronchitis
and Sore Throat use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectic Oil, and get the genuine.

Free Trade— In DeLand's Soda and
Saleratus should he advocated by every
true American citizen,on the principle
that that thing is desirable in a Republic
that is

the greatest good

to

the greatest

number.

Never Neglect a constipatedcondition
need more room in court house, let us
build ud addition, and make it com- ot the bowels, or serious results surely folfortable and convenient. But if we can
low, such ns piles, and Impure blood.
have our recoids safe, and room for coun
accommodationfor $2,000, don’t let us Use Burdock Blood Bitters.
expend $53,000 to improve the looks of
A Two-Cent Stamp
Grand Haven, unless Grand Haven will
pay the extra $51,000. The committee ol sent with your full address to A. V. H.
county buildings lake exira pains to fig- Carpenter. General Passenger Agent, Mile
ure out what a paltry sum $53,000 will he waukee, Wig., will, bring to you one of
to each man, only a few cents on a $1,000 the following-named publications, issued
valuation. Under the present valuation the for free distributionby the Chicago, Mileast hall of county would pay nearly 60 waukee & St. Paul Railway. If you deper cent of the whole amount or nearly sire to know where to spend the summer,
$42,000. and by adding Holland town and ask for a “Guide to Summer Homes” and
city 75 pur cent, or about $40,000. Now u copy of “Gems of the North-West.”If
if Grand Haven aod Spring Lake with it» you think of going to Omaha, Denver,
annunl production of nearly $2,000,000 Sau Francisco. St. Paul, Minneapolis, etc.,
worth of lumber with the help of Crock- ask lor “A Tale of Nine Cities.” If jAu
ery, Olive, Robinson and Grand Haven want to invest in/or go to, any portion of
town, only pay 25 per cent under present the Western Stales or Territories,ask for
valuation, what will they pay five years a copy of our 28-page illustratedpamphlet
from n«»w, when all these lumber interests entitled "The North-West and Far West.”
are done with. But say the Grand Haven All of these publications contain valuable
“ImprovementAssociation,” when we get informationwhich can be obtained in no
rid of this lumber Interest, Grand Haven other way.
will prosper. She will then double or
treble her present populationand wealth.
To the Taxpayers and Voters of Ottawa
Well wn hope she will, but let us wait unCounty.
til then, and they will then pay a larger
portion ef the tax, and we will have our
At fie last meeting of Ottawa County Board of
farms Improved and new buildingsfor
Supervisors, held in January,1885, the following
ourselves, out of debt, and then better
Resolution wa« offeredby Mr. Geo. D. Sanford:
able to help build a new court-house.
Whereas. The presentCourt House la In an old
Another objection to building at the pres- and dilapidated condition, the building n-edlng
ent time. There seems to be a d^ubi in many repairs,KRiong which Is an entirely new
the minds of many as to whether we have roof, more vault loom, as the present vault is entirely too small for present want- of several
title to the court-houseground, connty officers, and qnlte an addition to the vaolt
fay I was talking wUh Sw- is demanded and mast be furnished.And
ing attorney
of ffre, which Is liableto lupRecqrds of this Counts, and
ne that while

separatebuilding for Registerof
Deeds, and vaults,would be nearly $5,000,to have
It In good shape, and then the voter must realize
that the valuable records of the Judge of Probate,
Chicago and West Kichlffaa Bailway.
County Treasurer, and County Clerk would still be
unprovidedfor, and still remain In danger. The
Taking Effect Sunday, January 18, 1884.
Committee after a thorough examinationof the
From Holland
From Chicago
old Conrt House building, and the vaults for the
to Chicago.
to Holland.
public records, we feel compelled to say In regard
Nrt Day
Day Nl’l
Exp. Lxp. Mail
TOWNS.
to the vaults,we find them full,and many records
Mall. lixp Exp.
of much valne are not £ept therein for lack of
p.m. p.m. a.m.
p m. p.m. a.m.
room, and as to the safety of the records In the 10t» 1 10 10 20 ..... Holland ... 800 10 15
5 00
vault, It Is our opinion, and the opinion of many 11 20 ..... 10 35 East Saugatuck 2 15
4 87
11 82 . .. 10 65 New Richmond 2 37
4
81
others who have examined said vaults, that in case
12 26 205 11 45 ..Gd. Junction. 2 05 9 21 8 50
the Court Honse should bum down the records 12 47 2 17 12 06
1 471 9 16 3 32
2 10 300 1 30 .Benton Harbor. 12 40 8 12 980
would be lost, and we think it a fuel that no one
9 20 8 10 1 42 ...St. Jocenh...12 30 8a5 2 20
can deny that It should be lost or materially dam8 501 3 55 2 60 ..New Buffalo.. 11 80 7 25 1 15
aged by fire, Ihe County would sustain a far great7 80 6 50 5 45 ....Chicago... . 8 55 490 1C 80
a. m. p.m. pm.
er loss than the cost of buildingthe now Conrt a. m. p m. p.m.
House and fire proof vaults. We find tho old shell
GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.
of a Conrt Ilonso (which by the way never costs From Holland to
From Gd. Rapids
Grand Rapids.
to Hollanu.
the County anything except for repairs,but then
p. m p.m. ft. ra.
a. m p.m p ra.
considering the value of the old thing, has been
10 25 8 00 ts 00
. .Holland.... 10 10 1 15 10 Of
far more than it is worth) is not only insufficient,
8 15 5 11
.Zeeland.... 10 (h!
t 10 42
3 85 5 31
lllarrauged, inconvenient,
illventilatedand un.Hudsonvilio: 9 45
10 If
8 48 8^4
# f
.Grandvllle .. 9 82
9 5f
healthy for occupancy, but is a disgrace to Ottawa
II 15 407 600 Grand Rapids. 9 15 12 25 +9 85
County, which no one dare deny, who has ever fit- p.m p.m. a. m.
a. m. P.m. p. m.
tended conrt or done any business therein. It is
MUSKEGON
BRANCH.
undoubtedlya fact that many taxpayersof the
From Holland
From Muskegon
County arc not aware of, that hr law every organMuskegon
to Holland.
ized Connty iu this State Is in duty bound to pro- p.m. a. m a ro.
p.m. p.m. pm.
8 00 10 20 t5 80 ....Holland. ... 1 10 8 00 9 40
vide at the County Seat of each County a suitable

for working people. Send 10 cente
Ipuetage and wo will mall you /rss, a
r<»v«l. valuable sample box of goods
that will put you in the way of mak-

a

___
HELP;

ing mure money In a few days than yon ever
thought possible at any business.Capital not reqnired.You can live at home and work In spare
time only, or all the time All of both sexea, of
all ages, grandly

successful. 60 centa to $5 easily
earned every evening. That all who want work
may test thn bitslm ss, wo make Ibla unparalleled
offer: To all who are not well aatlsfledwewill
send $1 to pay for the trouble of writing us. Full
particulars,d rectlons.etc., sent free. Immense
nay absolutely «ure for all who start at once. Don’t
delay. Address, Btiniomft Co., Portland, M'lne.

The OreaUit Medical Triumph of tho Affl!

TORPfpLlVER.

jLoaaofnpi
_ eoatlwa,
__________
Lossof ay petite, Bowtla
Pain la

w .
to .
8
8
4
4
4

Court House, and suitable and sufficientjail and
fireproofoffices and all necessary public buildings,

25 10 40
85 10 48
0011 05
05 11 IS
41 11 55

and keep the same in good repair. See sec. 2159
Howell's Annotated Statutes.Now we submit p.m
this fact, that our Conrt Bouse and vaulls do not
fill the

requirements of the law for several reasons.

1st. The hnildingwe use fora Court

now not sufficiently
Urge fora Court House for
Ottawa County. 2nd. The fire proof offices or
vaults are not safe against fire, and as tho old
building is not worth repairing.It Is bad policy to
throw away money year after year for building
temporaryvaults with the uncertainty of their bein? fire proof so long as they are attachedto the
old conrt honse building.As we have said before,
that when a matter of this kind Is submittedto
Ihe people they are very apt to cry high taxes and
vote against it without stopping to Investigateand
find oat whether it is economy D vote against It.
or even find out how much the extra taxes
xes wouL
would
amount to annually, but vote acainst the matter
blind, with both eyes open. Now to enlighten
ouraelves on this subject,let us look into this tax
matter a littleand see how much it is going to cost
ns in taxes annually to vote yes for this propo-i
Mon. and if correct what benefit we will derive
therefrom. The total amount of interest for tlf
teen years will be $ 8.290. Bonds $25,000. Total
bonds and interest $58 990. Average amount of
principaland interestparable annually for fllteeu
years. $3,548. The equalizedvaluation for the
connty for the year 1883 was $18,860,490.
$18.860, 490. The
equalized valuation for the year 1884 was $18,466.
400, making an increase (none year of $:05 988
increase,ror fifteen years at the same rate of

W ...West Olivo...

5

the head, with a dill orasatloa la the
Seek part, Pnln ander the ahMUtr*
blade* Fallneae after eMtUtf* with mdle>
Inclinationte exertion ef body ernilad,
Inrltabllltiref temper, Low
npfrltn* with
irnplrltn,w
‘
•fheliapef hawing neglected nemo duty,
Wenrlneaa,Dlxxlneaa, Flattering at the
Ueert* Deta before the eyes, Headache
oyer the right eye. Bentleeeneee, with
fltfcldreams, Highly entered Urine, and

V

2
9 17
07 ...Johnsvlllo..... • • •
2 27 9 07
8 80 ..Grand Haven. 12 25 2 05 8 50
6 4ft ...Ferrysbarg .. 12 90 2 no 8 40
7 IS
.Munkegon....11 55 1 20 +8 00
p.m. a. m.
p.m. p.m. p.m.
6

.

CONSTIPATION.

TUTT’S FILLS

are especiallyadapted
to auoh eases, one dose effeetg such a
change of feeling ns to astonish the safferer.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

From Holland to

House is

From Allct>anto

Allegan.

p.m.

Holland.

p.m.

a. ra.

300

••••Holland.....
10 25 ....Fillmore.,..
10 81 ...Hamilton....
1 04 ....Draining....
11 05 ..... Allegan.....
1'J

8 90
8 85
8 47
4 15

p,m,

10

a.m.

5
4
4
4
4

10
55
43
35
15

a.

m

10
9
9
9
9

nourished, andby

l

their

T'Mk

lOl....

50 ....

42

TUTTS
GbatHaibot

30
05

p.m. a. m.

* Mixed trains.
t Runs daily; all othertrains dally except Sunday. All trains run by Detroit time.
Mixed trains leave Holland, going north, at 7:50
a. m.. arrivingat Grand Rapids st 10,15 a. m.; aud
at 10:05 p, ra.. arrivingat Muskegon at 12:10 a. m.
also mixed trains leavu Holland,going south at
5:50 a. m. and 8:55 a. ra..
_ J. H. CARPENTER, Gen. Pass. Agt.
C. F. HATCH, Station Agent.

_____

_
_ ______
Glossy Black by % single applicationof
this Dyb. It Imparts a AABVWAA»A
natural color, WS
nets

_

»

instantaneously. Sold by Druggists, ..
sent by express on receipt of f 1.
Office, 44 Murray tt., New York.

Otto Breyman
-dealer In-

Michigan and Ohio Bailroad.
Taking effect Jan. 18, 1885.

QOIM WIST.

CeatralTlas

GOIKO EAST.

Pass. Mix’d Pass.

TOWNS

Pass. Pass. Mix.

a. m.
p. m.
a. in.
10 10
5 45 L Toledo AH*. 10
6 40 . Dundee.. 10 10
11 02
11 24
7 04 i.. Britton .. 9 4ft
11 29
7 09 . Kldticway. 9 42
11 89
7 10 .Teen ra sen. 9 32
11 55
7
...Tipton... 9 17
12 08
7 45 ...Onsted.. 9 05
12 30
H 09 ..Addison.. 8 43
12 48
8 95 .. Jerome.. 8
12 65
8 32 ..Moscow.. 8 20
1 06
N 42 ..Hanover.. 8 09
1 17 a. m 8 58 ..Pulaski.
7 59
1 38
« 20 0 15 ...Homer .. 7 87
2 03 6 47 9 44 ..Marshall. 7 11
* 17 6 50 9 67 ...Ceresco., 6 59
286 7 17 10 15 .BattleCr*k 640
256 7 S7
..Augusta..
304 7 45
..Yorkvllle
3 10 7 52
..Richland
.Montlelh.
3 45 8 24
8 58 8 33
...Fisk....
859 8 39
..Kellogg..
4 10 8 50
A Allegan L
p. m. p. ra.

Jewelry, Watches,

DIAMONDS,

p. m.
5 Id

$1,589,885average valuation,(or fifteen years $14.4 15
261.871. but to make the per cent an even quarter
3 62
mill on one dollars vain-itlon we will reduce the
3 47
average valuation for fifteenyears and call It *14,3 37
109.000, which wonld necessitatethe a-scsslng of
3 22
twent)-flvecents on each thousand dollarsvalus
308
2 45
lion anti naliy, for fifteenyears, or two and one2 28
half cents on one hundred dollars valuation for the
2 21
came number of years (to pay in Bill ibe entire
bonds and li.tercstj. Now in view of the small
2 10
1 59 p.m
tax to he nssus«ed annua iy, and the many benefits
to be derived from a new and commodiouscourt
1 38 800
1 12 7 33
house, with fire proof vaults where oar records and
valnab'e papers will he safe and secure from fire,
1 0) 7 21
aud the honor such a building would be to the
13 42 7 03
12 22 6 43
county and the citlzeus therein,and on the other
hand considering the amount of taxes we are an13 15 885
nually expendingon tho old court house and for
•2 09 629
building temporaryvaults and offices, aud the on11 30 5 55
safe cou iltlonof onr records, and the anxiety,
11 27 5 «7
1121 5 37
trunbleandlitigationit would cost if the records
should he damaged or destroved by fire, and the
11 10 525
disgrace the old clap trap of a thing wo call a conrt
a. m. a.m.
house is to Ottawa county, and theu say bow any
Train
sane taxpayer in the eonnty can consclentlonslV
vote against issuing the bonds
IHHIis a problem which
At Toledo, with all railroad!diverging. At Dandoes not seem possible for any one to explain.
dee, with T A. A. * G. T. At Britton. --------Hoping that every taxpayer In the connty will
. Louis
- ft
kPsclflc. Al1"
look Into and Investigatethoroughlyin all Ita
Southern
bearings and considerthe small amount of tax

Plattdra, ui
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Ottawa f
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-
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Gold and Silver Watches at Reasonkble Prices.

V

lot the

MM

lit.

Turner, County Clerk.

FACTS.

The largest assortment of

DIAMOND RINGS
ever displayed in Ibis city.

I

alio keep on baud a large gs&ortment of

SPECTACLES
and a

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Goods are
to be just as

All the

l

'M

THB OLD STAGE QUEEN.

party throughout. From the time your
poor papa died I have had every reason
to believe
ieve Mr, Tnoker
Tuoker would make yon
von
and yonr sister the heiress of his property. He worshipped yonr aunt, and
Vheeurtalnsoils up, and she sees before her he never spoke of any relatives of his
A vision of beauty and youth and grace;
own till this nephew appeared. I beAll! no wonder all hearts adore her,
S«ver-throate(l
and falrof face.
lieve there was some quarrel between
the two brothers that ended in the
Bntof her box she leans and listens;
younger one going West, while, John,
_01 is It with pleasureor dispalr
her thin cheek paks, and her dim eye the elder, remained here. At all
glutens
White that fresh young voice sings tho grand events, it is very clear now that Morris
ok! air?
would have been heir to the business
he h back again in her Past’s bright splendor and property if this failure had not
When life wa* worth living and love was a happened. Yon are to be congratutruth,
lated that it came before the wedding
h«r box by tho curtain shaded
Hbe elts above, bv the ho se unsoon;
1 eye is dim and her cheek Is faded,
Ska that once was the people's Queen.
In

Morris hnnted up and sold for more
than double young Cooke’a fortune.
He has oome home now, and is settling
his uncle’s estate, being his heir for

DISCOVERED AFTER DEATH.
A

Reformed Thief Leeds m Respectable
Life for Twenty-fiveYears.

PITH AND P0LVT.
An

oil well driller is

always running

his business into the ground.— Off City

Some twenty-five years since there Derrick.
everything."
came to Philadelphia a gentleman of
“Uncle John dead I” cried Clarice.
It is a foolish butcher who adopts
fine personal appearance and much ap' “Yes, more than a year ago, though
the meat-trick system.— New York
parent refinement. He had means,
Journal
Morris has just returned. The bell!
and, with his wife, soon found his way
Someone is coming!”
A land slide is the most significant
into good society. They lived in a
In the crowded drawing-room, an
movement
in real estate.— New Orleans
fashionableneighborhood, and when he
hour later, Morris Tncker bent gracePicayune.
set np businessas a manufacturer, infolly over Meta’s hand, and responded
Young ladies who will not marry
quiries were made as to his circumpolitely to her cordial greeting.He
stances by the gentlemen with whom when they have a chance Miss it.— Lomet all her advances with such evident
be had dealings, and it was discovered well Courier.
pleasure in his welcome, that hex heart
that he was all right. For a time his
It is a wonder that firemen are not
beat higli with hope. Life had been a
iThne had told her she must surrender
bills were cash, as he produced no re- always taking cold, because they so
instead of after.”
struggle for a rich husband ever since
‘doubledower of fame and youth.
commendations or other information frequentlyget water in their hose.—
Meta shrugged her shoulders.
she had made her debut in society, and
hi the herself who stnnds there singing
“Yes I Love in a cottage is not in now there was one paying her deferen- concerning himself, but the bills were Texas Siftings.
We that sea of faces, that shines aud stirs;
Father — “I never imagined that yonr
A the cheers on cheers that go up ringing my style!” And while she spoke the tial attention npon whose heart she readily paid and discount allowed for
the prompt payment Gradually his Undies would cost me so much money."
And rousing the echoes, are hers, all hers I
bell rang, and she knew her lover was had at once made deep impression.
waiting to test her cold, worldly heart Would he forget that cruel parting in- circle widened, and before long be had Student — “Yes, and I don’t study much,
;0or one moment the swret delusion
Ootekensher pu bos and blurs her sight,
She sauntered with easy grace into the terview, and lay his fortune once more all the credit he wanted, and, as his zither.’'—Fliegende Blatter.
AmI wakes within her that wild confusion,
bills were always promptly met, merdrawing-room,
while up stairs in her at her feet?
Old soldiers say they never whistled
<K Joy that is anguish, and fierce delight
chants
vied with each other as to who
own room her sister Clarioe wept for
Mr. Cooke, a young man about halfluring a heavy battle, because the
Am the curtain goes down, and tho lights the pain that was to fall upon Morris witted, possessed of $200,000,watched should sell him. Things went on in whistling of the bullets kept tbeir
are gleaming,
this way, and in tbe twenty-five years
Tucker’s
v
•rightly o’er circle and box or stall;
the brilliant beauty who had smiled so
minds occupied.— Peek’s Sun.
he had been in business no fanlt could
ha starts like a sleeper who wakes from
She was a brown-eyed, golden-haired sweetly npon him all winter, with jeal“Heard from Smith lately?” “No.
d> earning
be found in any of his transactions.
girl, whose quiet, unpretending charms ous eyes, after Morris entered the room,
What she lies under a funeral pall.
What’s he up tD now ?” “Last week he
He
bought
and
sold
extensively,
and
had long been overshadowed by the but Meta forgot him in her new-born
went into a saloon and killed four men
tor day Is dead, and her star de-cendcd,
more brilliant beauty of her sister hope. All the evening Morria hovered among his customers he was regarded because they wouldn’t drink with him.”
Never to rise or to shine again,
Meta. She was timid to a fault, and about Meta, wondering where Clarice as a man of great probity. His exact- “I always knew Smith would get into
tor re gn Is over, her queenship ended,
Aaew nama is sounded and sung by men.
was her mother’s greatest afflictionin had hidden herself; but when the sup- ness and correctnesswith his employes trouble. He is so conventional in his
her career of fashionable gayety. With per call thinned the room, Meta missed was remarkable, and yet none could be habits.”—New York Graphic.
JUIthe glitterand glow and splendor,
AH the glory of that lost day,
a higher intellect than Meta’s, with her cavalier. In the conservatoryMor- found who would dare to say that he
HE TOOK THE HINT.
WAh the love that seemed true and the love
more command of foreign tongues, with ris had seen a vision of a golden head was a mean employer. He tried to do
that seemed tender,
"You’re the belle of the town,*’
right so far as his judgment dictated.
Why, what is it all but a dead bouquet!
a true musician’s love and knowledge and white fluttering dress ; and Clarice,
The young mm said,
His wife soon became celebrated as a
As he smoothe I the curls
tterteestogo;has tho night turned colder? of music, a sweet clear voice, and won- half hidden by a flowering screen, saw friend to the poor, and, as no children
On her queenly head.
Hw now Queen answers to call and shout, derfnl powers of expression, she was him desert Meta to come beside her.
He took tue hint, the young man did,
had
blessed their union, their house
And the old Queen looks back over her shoul- so plainfully shy, that society was a
When sho gave her Hit «• h ad a fling,
Longing to see him, in an agony of
der,
And murmured sottly in his ear,
was
the asylum for more than one
misery
to
her.
Her
beauty
was
of
the
ma denly shame at the secret she had
As, all unnoticed,she passes out
"What good is a bo.i w.thou. a ring?"
homeless and friendless little one.
—Frank Leslie's Illustrated Kexcvsaper.
delicate order that does not strike at revealed when they parted, she hid
—Exchange.
All things end. Not long since the
first glance, and her affectionswere there to watch him unseen. But he
A German on a steamer returning to
merchant died. His loss w.is deeply the land of his birth informed another
carefully hidden in her shrinking, gen- came swiftly across the flower bordered
regretted. And now comes the most
tle heart.
path to her side, and taking her hand
passenger : “America is der best counUnder A Cloud.
singularpart of this most curious case.
She had given John Tucker true love in his, said
try in der world. I haf lived der more
The undertakerwas sent for, and he as den years nnd failed vive dimes, und
Morris Tucker and his uncle sat at since she was a mere baby and sat upon
“Clarice, I have come all the wav
and his apprentice proceeded to get
£fceir cozy breakfast table one winter his knee, playing with his watch-chain. from California to try and win your
seven dimes burnt out. Now I goes
arming, each with a copy of the morn- She had never thought of his money, love. Little one, with all my heart I the body ready for burial. Judge their home to hf mit a fortune nnd my fam*
paper in hid hand, each with a and when Morris came she was only love you. My sole hope of happiness astonishment when, upon stripping the ay-’
•sloadod brow and troubled eye. The glad that her dear old uncle, as she is the hope that yon will be my wife. body, it was discovered that the man’s
“Hello! hello!” shrieked Jones to
‘Older gentleman was the first to speak. called him, was to have a companion Must I go back again desolate, or will ears were clipped. That he had once Smith; “hello!”“I’m no walking telehad natural ears there could be no
“It is a bad business,Morris!”
and friend. She had never questioned you bid me stay ?”
doubt, for all the indications were phone to be ‘helloed’ at Why don’t
“A bad business, indeed, sir!”
her heart about Morris Tucker, rejoicShe looked into the earnest face, the
pou say ‘Good morning’ to a gentleThen there was another long sjlence, ing sincerely when his engagement pleading eyes, and her heart grew faint there, but, in some way that could not man ?” “I do when I meet one.” The
while each again read the ominous with Meta drew him into nearer broth- with its own happiness as she whis- be accounted for, the lops of his ears polls closed and * the ballots were
were now missing. Still another sur•cars of the failure of a firm whose bns- erly relations with herself. She re- pered
counted. It was a tie. Neither parly
prise awaited the undertaker, for, on
OM6s was so involved with their own spected his worth, his devotion to his
“Stay, for I love you, Morris.”
had carried the dw?.— Hartford Post.
turning the body on its face, there was
that the failure of one house was near- uncle; she admired his talents,his noMeta saw the sister she had always
“So Clara is dead,” observed Mrsfound
in the center of the back the imly utter min to the other. The hot ble, frank beauty, and she grieved despised for her timidity, and the lover
print of a large, black, boltl-faco T. Simpson sympathetically to Mrs. De
•ohops cooled on the dish, the cofifee deeply over the sorrows so suddenly she had thrown aside in his poverty,
Silva of Boston.” "Yes. poor dear I
was untouched, and the breakfastliter- thrown into his life. Shyly as she had enter the drawing-room together, and The absence of the ears on the corpse she died last week of lungfever.” “How
had
been
a surprise, but now the letter
ally forgotten, when the gentlemen left liked him, so she crept away to weep her heart was full of jealous anger as
lid it happen?” “She imprudently
the house to ascertainthe extent of for him. The heartlessnessthat would she read their secret in their happy T, so plainly stamped in the white skin
of the back, was most unaccountable. exposed herself. The house caught
their misfortunes. Bad as they feared throw him aside in his trouble was only faces.
The ears might have been frozen off, fire, and poor girl rushed out into the
these would prove, the realities wore comprehensible to her from knowing
She has been Mrs. Cooke for three
enow without her eyeglass.”—New
ween worse than the anticipation,and well how her mother and sister wor- years— miserable wife of a jealous but they could not account for the York Graphic.
presence of the T. They proceeded to
before aight the old firm of Tucker & shipped wealth.
miser, whose sole aims in life are to
Penitentiary official— “If you have
•Co. was on the list of failures.
She heard the door of the drawing- save money and to keep his wife out of put the corpse in proper condition, and
then
sought
out
the
wife,
and
in the any trade, prisoner, state it, and we ll
There was a dreary amount of hard, room open and her sister’s clear voice society. In their unhappy home there
most delicate manner informed the Indy put you to work at it.” Prisoner (just
^iiatastefulwork to be done after the say coldly ;
is constant quarreling, while Morris
entered)— “Well, boss, I was brung up
failure was an established fact; but
“Good evening, Mr. Tucker. You blesses every hour the temporary pov- of their discoveries. The lady manirk at'
fested no surprise, bnt accounted for a bartender,and I’d like to worl
Morris Tucker never fiinohed from any have my best wishes for your future erty that led him to appreciate the
the absence ot tbe ears to a hunting ex- that.” He was put to the bars of the
(task or interview till night shadows success."
heart of his little wife, and won for him
casting-potof the foundry as the nearfall, and he faced his uncle at the table
Then a voice as cold and haughty an- a knowledge of the treasure of her pedition in Canada. She said that
ating him.
when
a young man her husband was a est mode of accommodatii
•once more. Then, with set features swered
love. There is a toddling boy named
Huntsville (Tex.) Item.
great
hunter,
and
on
one
occasion,
and a pale face, he said:
“Thank yon. I have the honor to John, who calls Morris “papa;” and in
while making an excursion to the
Bubby stubbed bis toe and came
^ “If you can spare me for an hour,
wish you good evening.”
the peaceful happiness of his home life
air, I think I had better call on Miss
The drawing-roomdoor closed, and and mother love Clarice is rapidly con- woods of Canada, had been caught in a crying to his mother. “There, there,
terrible snow storm and had bis ears Bnbby,” she said, after she had ascerCrass well.”
Clarice could see Morris standing un- quering her old timidity and letting
“I can spare you, but are you wise to der the hall lamp, silent, and evidently the world of society see, sometimes, so badly frost-bitten that tbe upper tained that tfle injury was trifling;
hurry an interviewthat, I fear, will be wishing to recover somewhat from the what an accomplished,graceful lady half fell off. Tbe presence of the T on “you are too big a boy to cry over a
his back she accounted for by saying little thing like that.” “B-but what awary painful?”
paiu of the trying interview before go- Morris has won for his wife.
that he hod fallen on a piece of iron am I to do, mamma?” he asked, sobbing“Better to understand my position at ing into the street He was very pale,
And Morris, holding her to his heart,
while bathing at Long Branch, and the ly ; "I ain’t b-big enough to s-swear.”
wuee, sir. If
,” he moistened his and the brightnessthat had formed one will often say tenderly
dry lips here, as if the word choked of the greatest attractionsof his face “Tho happiness of my life commenced. mark on the back was the result of the Behoboth Sunday Herald.
THE SKATER ON HIS SKATE.
him — “if Meta is trae to me, I will re- was all stricken from it The sad, pal- Clarice, when your tender sym fall The accident, she said was not
Hero them prute. prate, prate,
~ lin here and trjr to work my way up id face conquered all Clarice’s shyness. pathy greeted me at the time I wa* remarkable, but as it would only excite
The skat r with ms m to.
comment to have it bruited about, she
Oh, the Bka'e, the merry, merry skate!
again to the position I held only yester- With a sudden, irresisuble impulse she under a cloud.”
requested
silence.
There’s many a love— ly story they relate,
day. If she frees me from my engage- glided down the stairs and stood beside
Ah bey speed at f nrful rate—
An
Automat
c Hun.
. in due time the body was conveyed
ant, I accept your proposal to go to Morris. He did not hear the light
Tis often Cup d seals the late.
A gun which is capable of firing 600 to the grave followed by the wife and
Be sure and save your pate
•California.”
footfall upon the carpet, nor see that
.
Ere
it
......
shail bo too> late;
Is
“I think it is a good time to look up he was not alone until a soft touch on rounds a minute, and which when onc<; numerous friends, but no relation was
For 'tls so very, very great
started
keeps
up
this terrificfire with- known to be present. When all was
To rid© upon tho merry, merry skate—
rtbs8a old claims,” said Mr. Tncker, his arm startled him. Looking down,
out the interference of any hnmun over the apprenticesof tbe undertaker
’Tis better far than bwingiug on the gate.
•eliding easily over the first part of his he saw a sweet, pleading face, soft
—Cambridge Tribune.
nephew’s speech; there mav be money brown eyes, misty with unshed tears, agency, is clearly one of the most spoke of it freely among their friends,
“What are yon taking my boots out
effective and deadly weapons of war and by degrees it reached the circle of
'them!”
raised to his own, while Clarioe said in
the dead man’s friends. It became a of here for?” asked a gentleman ot his
which
modern
ingennity
has
devised.
“ 5Me will see. If I do not go, we a low voice
negro servant. “Whut; is dose yer
may be able to find somd trusty mes“Morris, I must tell you how sorry I Such a gun is the Maxim self-acting matter of conversation, and so highly
boots, boss?” “You know they are,
did
one
of
the
gentlemen
become
machine
gnn,
the
invention
of
Hiram
feel for you and Uncle John.”
wrought
that he commenced an investi- you triflingrascal.” “Wall, I ’olare for
S.
Maxim,
an
Englishman.
In
tho
“X am afraid yon will go,” his uncle
Thank you,” he said, gravely coverworking of this gun every round after gation of the matter among some of goodness, boss!" (Dropping the boots.)
---maid.
ing the little white hand upon his arm
the first is fired by tbe . recoil of the the Western towns, which he remem- “I thought da wue de shuttles, an’ I
“It .may be. Mrs. Cresswell is a with his own; “I will tell my uncle
previous explosion. The cartridges bered hearing the dead man speak of. thought dat I’d go down arter some
* worldly woman.”
•what you say,”
are carried in a belt composed of any The result of this investigation has just coal, sah. Cnis how er man can be
“Meta is a worldly woman ! Nay, let
“Tell him,” she said earnestly, “that
number
of lengths, which are connected come to hand, and from it we learn ’ceived.*— .Irkansaw Traveler..
wm apeak, Morris. I have said nothing he has no friend who loves him more
together
as the cartridges are used. that the respected merchant had at one
Storekeeper— “I am getting t red ot
before, though my heart was sore over truly than I do— no one who feels more
One
end
of this cartridge-belt is placed t me been a notorions thief, and ha 1 this delay, and want you to square up
^reheioeof awife. Meta is a won- deeply any misfortune that can hapin the gun mechanism on one side; the had bis ears clipped and tbe “T” brand your accounts or I will
* Customer
derfully fasi mating, beautiful and ac- pen to him.”
cartridges
are picked ont of it by tbe ed npon his back by a vigilance com- “Do you mean to say you want me to
eempliehedas but lew women are, but
T will carry your message. And
ahem thoroughly heartless. I hoped will you wish me God speed, too, Clar- antomatio action of the gnn, and the mittee in one of the Western Territor- pay you the money I owe you?” "Cerjour choice would fall on Clarice.”
ice? I shall sail for CaUfomia in a few belt and the cartridge-shells are ejected ies. He had been the leader of a bold tainly. What else should I want?”
after firing. Every recoil of the gun and successful band of robbers, and on “Now, look here; only a month ago
“Clanoe! She is a mere child 1”
days.”
“Only two years younger than Meta.
The large, brown eyes dilated, while brings the next cartridgeinto position, one occasion had had the punishment yonr book-keeper ran off with every
nad
yonr store,
_I love her very dearly, Morris.”
the sweet face grew white as snow. forces it into the barrel, cocks the ham- before noticed inflicted upon him lor cent
mer,
pulls
the
trigger,
extracts
the
stealing horses. It was pretty well un- didn’t he?” “Yes, but
” “Well,
“But yon are fond of Meta.”|
The blow was too sudden. Without
empty
cartridge-case
and
ejects it from derstood that shortly after this little now, as a friend I advise yon to leave
'“Ifoi For her father’s sake, the word or murmur Clarice fell forward,
gnn, all these processes going on episode he and his companionsattacked my money with me, where it will be
brother of my dead wife, I have tried fainting. Morris caught her in his the gnn
with the almost inconceivablerapidity Wells-Fargo’s Express, and with the B&to.”— Philadelphia Call
'-to love Meta, but she repels me.”
arms and carried her into the library.
“Yet you never spoke when 1 told It was dark there, and no one saw the represented by tbe firing of 600 ronndg money he had made in this reprehensi- An evangelist named Earl recently
a minute. At the moment of firing the ble way he came east and settled down held a revival in VirginiaCity, Nevada.
foulalouldseek to win her love.”
kiss he pressed upon the pale lips berecoil drives the barr 1 back about as an h< nest man'; the result we are He didn’t convert the people up to the
“Because love is too sacred in my fore he put Clarice gently upon the sothree-qnartersof an inch, and it is this now familiar with. Truth is stranger standard usually in force there, bnt he
fa and left her. He did not linger
• enpM.for anyone to interfere with its exthan fiction.— Philadelphia Commer- did very well considering. At one of
Pteeoion. If Meta lovea yon, I will give again in the hall. Snatohing his coat recoil which directs the mechanism of
the gnn and makes its fire continuous. cial List and Fr ee Current.
the meetings the wife of a gambler arose
mm warm welcome and oordial affection and hat hurriedly from the rack, he
The
gnn
can
be
tnrned
in any direction
to testify to the good effect he was
' wbeoahe becomes your wife, Morris. strode into the street and walked rapThe Alaska Indians.
by turning a crank, and the rate of dishaving on the community.“Why,” she
VBut nerve yourself for the worst, my idly homeward.
There are only 40,000 of the Alaska said, “before Brother Earl came here
charge can be accuratelyregulated by
boy!”
Five years passed swiftly,and Meta
moans of a “controlling chamber” in- Indians. They are indolent and squalid. my husband used to rnn o • reg’lar
Nerved for the worst, Morris Tuoker Cresswell had altered little, when,
geniously contrivedso that the gnn Their number is constantlydecreasing. brace, but now, thanks to Brother
jht his betrothed bride. From the five years after her parting interview
may be fired rapidly or slowly, as de- They live half of their days in canoes Earl’s Christian teaching, he’s dealing
he had come from his Western with Morris Tncker, she. stood in the
sired, This boH-sytem of automatic made of solid logs, burned ont. In as square a game as there is in Virginia
at orphaned lad of 19, to accept wide drawing-room of her mother’s
firing has been applied by tbe inventor, the miserable huts are blear-eyed old City.”
JMi uncles offer of a home, he had met house, waiting to greet a number of inonly to machine guns, bnt to the sinners and half-clad women who will
It was in an Illinois town. The paMeta Cresswell constantly. He hud vited guests. Time had matured her not
Winchester, Martini-Henry, and other sell whatever they happen to possess,
pers were out with a sensational article
vnoeived cordial welcome< from her beauty, and taken nothing from her
rifles fired from the shoulder. Its in- even their child daughters, provided
regarding the defalcationand flight of
tnatlier, and had not suspected the great attractions. Clarice, shy as ever,
they get their price, and every family
the Town Treasurer, and the affair was
webemes and snbtle influence that had and pretty as a violet, stood near her troduction in practical military operations is likely to increase the already have a dog or two as ugly and dirty as
the talk on every corner and in every
Isi dim on, step by step, from the posi- sister, while Mrs. Cresswell, magniflterrible deadliness of modern warfare. their owners.
store. A New-Yorker who happened
fma of friend to that of accepted suitor cent in velvet and diamonds, spoke
to be in tbe town waa considerablyinwf ike beautiful girl. While his feet hurriedly:
Pet Superstition*.
Just the Kind We Have.
terested, and in conversation with a
“Hereia strange news, Meta. Mr.
were bringing him slowly to the moOne of these is that yon will have
“I see in my newspaper,” said Smith,
Mutons interview after the failure of Jarvis has asked permission to bring a luck if you pnt on a garment wrong “that the Government of Italy has sent leading merchant he remarked, “I pre'Abe firm of which his uncle had made friend, and who do yon suppose it is?” side ont and wear it that way all dav. a ship load of thieves, bnrglars and sume he gave a bond?" “O, yes.”
“I cannot gness,” said Meta, languid“And the bondsmen are good?”
fall partner, Mrs. Cresswell was
Another that the opal is an unlucky other criminalsto this country.”
“That’s the deuce of it, mister 1” exrwehooliDg her daughter to meet the ly; some mnsieal man, 1 suppose, as stone aud will presage disaster by
“Mercy on ns I” exclaimed Mrs.
T&r. Jarvis is so devoted to Enterpe.”
-•argenev.
bnrsting. A table superstitionis that Smith. “Do they think we want to re- claimed the merchant “I’m the only
bondsman, and he’s placed me in a
“No; it is Morris Tnoker 1 Oh, Meta, of spilling the salt. It is a snre sign form adl their thieves?”
“Did you write to Morris, Meta?”
mean position. I was preparing to fail
I am so glad yon have not positively
•- ale asked, languidly stirringher oofyon will have ill-luck unless yon throw
“No," replied Smith, “I suppose they
and beat Any Chicags creditors; but I’ll
accepted young Cooke!”
a pinch over yonr left shoulder. To think we want to run them for conbe hanged if I see how I’m to beat
“I thought von were very anxious to
was the reply. “He will
see the new moon over the left shoulder gressmen. "—New man Independent
Chicago and the town too and get
call, being an honorable gon- be mother-in-iaw to his $200,000?”
is unlucky.
. “But not since 1 have heard Mr. JarDun IN a the fourteenth and fifteenth enougn property in my wife’s name to
mammi."
A woman who wants a charitable centuriesin France guilty animals suf- start a wholesale house in Dubuque.”via’ news. My love, John Tnoker, has
hope yon will be firm, Meta.
Wall Street News,
land claims in California that heart wants a pure mind.--.Hd/ebi4rfon.fered death on the gallowa.
V ember that von have been the injured
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He Was

The Horning Dress.

SHY OF POISON,

Satisfied.

“Hello, Timberliok, old fellow; how
d’ye do?" said one wealthy business
man to another yesterday,as they met
near the poitoffice.“I’ll declare, old
boy, I haven’t seen you for 1 don’t know
when. How’s times, and what’s the
news? How’s the fainily?”
“Hunky, Hosier; hunky 1” replied the
other, pulling out his note book to
make a memorandum. “Glad to see
you ; how goes it yourself ? Was thinking of yon to-day, and told the wife to
be sure and book you for the wedding.
You’ll come, of course; no excuses from
old friends, you know, You see, my
daughter—the oldest one, of course— is
to be married next month.”
“Whatf You don’t say! The deuce!
Why, that little thing ! Come, she’s a
mere chit; but then 1 siippose she’s
grown since 1 saw her. These little
shavers do climb up wonderful quick.
But tell me— who’s the lucky man?”
he inquired,as he tore open a telegram
with which a boy had just dashed up.
“Young Quertly; old Anson's boy.
Guess you knew the old man, didn’t
you? Solid as ice;” and out came the

Ii Is said that a lady’s standing in society
can easily be determined by her drew at the
breakfast-table;an expensive, showy costume indicatingthat the wearer has not yet
much exercised over the use of drugs and learned the proprieties.But no one need be
medicines containingopiates or poisons. afraid of being called “shoddy"if her loveOpium smoking by the Chinese and the in- 1 llness is as apparentby daylightas at the

[From the Washington Daily Post)
For many years physicians have been

troductlooof the habit into America

.

which largely affects not only the health but

_

which oomes in
medicines. Mine out of
known, contain narcotiosor

the lives of children, is that
the form of popular

ten of those,

itls

_

'ox^Th." dimcWbowever, baa been to find

a substitute for

|k>te|

iatulUx

barbers, like other men, can only

•p-a *

,ou rU,tTrr.\.w York
ThatWh«
Bsgaage Expresssae

same time effecta prompt cure.
such a discoverybad been made was announoat the

odrocontljr,

»4Dr.

O*.

Grand Union

Hotel, opposite Grand

0. Grolbe, ob.ml.tto th.

Brooklyn Board of Health, and a graduate upwards per day. European plan. Elevator,
of to UntonU, of
U.rm.nr, P“>
lioly certified that he had analysed the
can live better for leaa money at the Grand
dy and found It free from narootlos,opiatesI Union than at any first-clasahotel in the city.
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X HOME SUFFERER

or two aftor tho

CURED!

diseaaohat boon checked, mere especially
longstandingoases, fisaally this medlolno will not rsqniroany aid
____
_________
to
ksspthabowols
in good ardor. Should

in difficult and

^0MI ^

DETROIT, MICH., MARCH l.ll
I

Toaio, a single dost of BTTLL'I

HOPS

^
Sr

BULL’S lAXAAFABtLLA is tbs oil tad
reliable remedy for impnritiee of the blood
and, Scrofulous affections—the King of

-

much.

.

Wi

.

.
he

.

AND NERVOUS DEBILITY. MY WHOUE
SYSTEM WAS COMPLETELY RUN DOWH
W0BX
COULD NOT EAT OR SLEEP ; AT TIMES.
I FELT I SHOULD DIE. I TRIED OFaid FERENT K,N0S 0F MEDICINES AOVW
I ri^FD AND RECOMMENDED FOR THESE
TISED AND RECOMMENDED FOR THE*

and everybody

tasto.

"I

Per.-

JOHH

xm.

AILMENTS, BUT FAILED TO GET RELIEF.

ON THE 2D DAY OF JANUARY, 188* I
COMMENCED TAKING YOUR HOPS AND

and
•.

..

i

Northwestern B. R, CluCRgo.

dom, Esq., of Ohio, Sergeant-at-Arms of the Hl*» or L E- Buchanan, General 1 asHouse of Representatives,were emphatic in senger Agent Fremont, Elkhorn and
their indorsementot the remedy. Messrs. I MissouriValiev R. R., Missouri Valley,
Ed A. Clark, Architect of Public Buildings;T
E. A. Carman, Acting commissionerof the 1
He
Becomes a Treasurer of
Agricultural Department;Thomas 8. Miller,
It IViU Coat Yon Nothing.
Money
for Another la Reopenchief clerk In the Surgeon General'sDepart“For what?” For a medical' opinion in
ment; H. E. Weaver, ex-Congrtssmanfrom your cofo, if you are sufferingfrom any
slble for a Safe Return.
Miss sslppL and now chief of the collecting chronic disease which your physican has
division in tho General Postofflce;J. H. failed to relieve or cure. “From whom?"
How much more responsible is he who has in
Gravenstinc, heal of the labor division in the From Drs. Starkey A Palon, 1109 Girard
the health and
d life of a human being,
same department,and F. B. Conger, City st, Philadelphia,dispensersof the Vltallxing. charge
We h\Te consideredwell the responsibility,and
Postmuter,and son of Senator Conger, of Treatment by Compound Oxygen which is at- in preparingonr ALLEN’S
B ALMichigan, all pronounced It a valuable dls- . trading wide attention, and by which most SAlLwhloh for twenty-five years has been faoovery, and had found Its effects not only remarkable cures In desperate chronic oases vorably known as one of the best and pnreat
soothing,but lasting. The remedy in queo- |inre
being made.
made. W
W rite
rit? and
and ask
ask them
them to
to furnish
furnish I remediesfor all Throat and Lane Diseases, wo
ore being
tion is Bed Star Lough Cure. It is free such iniormailon in regard to their treatment are partlonlar to nse nothingbut the best Ingrefrom opiates or poisons, and is purely as will enable you to get an Intelligent idea of dients. NO OPIUM in any form enters its composition.It Is to yonr Interest to stand bv the
vegetable.
Its nature and action.
old and tried remedy. ALLEN'S LUNG BALA physicianwho stands in close relation to
SAM. and see that a bottle is always kept on
the Board of Health of the District of ColumFor Throat Diseases and Coughs.
hand for immediate nse. READ THE FOLLOWbia said that there are two things which seriBrown’s Bronchial Troches, like all really
but"-' ously affect the health of the people,— im“I’m coming to it— why, man, you pure water and Impure drugs, and therefore good things, are frequently Imitated. The
genuine are told only in boxet.
Addwon.Ps.,April 7, tsffl.
don’t know half! In the corner of ’80 the benefits of a discovery like Bed Star
„„„
I ) took s violentcold and it settled pn my lum&so
he lost nearly a million and never •amu!* nfU<!h kTrpi
you hate
go that at times I spit blood. ALLEN 8 lUNG
nn usM v ^
u so I Don't be discouraged
iralgiaOf
of |I BAlJAM
BALAAM was
trlc<1 remedies for that neuralgia
wss recommended
recommended to
to mess
me usa good
good remedy.
remedy
winked, and then again, in the last corn S^ii^h^rnTRimthln^avrons^ontslninir
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MALT BITTERS. THE FIRST BOTTLE RELIEVED ME VERY MUCH; THE SECORD
ONE HAS CURED ME. I AM AS WELL
TO DAY AS I EVER WAS. I CANNOT SIP
TOO MUCH IN FAVOR OF YOUR GOOD*
MEDICINE. IT IS A WONDERFUL RECONSTRUCTIVE AGENT. IT IS A GODSEND TO THE SUFFERING. I MOST
CHEERFULLY SEND YOU THIS TESIV
MONIAL, AND RECOMMEND IT TO THE
LIKE AFFLICTED, BELIEVING IT IS THE
BEST MEDICINE THEY CAN USE.
MRS. C. E. McRAL

|:

Seif-Preumtio. Nature'. First Inr.

LUNG

The old saying, “a ttloh in tlrn»
saves nine," can very appropriately
be applied to the preservation of'

Gw jeott*e YellowDock and Narsaparllla boo-

healtb. Dr.

undoubtedly saved thousands of

n

squeeze, he

rom

-

”
“Hold on, Timberlick; hold on— not
another word! I’m satisfied,more
ofC Hoards of' Health In
than satisfied. Great guns! but he publl^mer^of* Haryilml^rom^he
was a regular old topaz, wasn’t he? down, xnd iMdlnt pmcUclnx phy.loto.

. I _ _
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enjoymentof

Let me

congratulateyon. Your
daughter has indeed made a great

slgrisUires tes5f|(^tthat ^\ure-touh/hr&rre I

A
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dignation meeting was convened amon^
the knights of the needle, who vowe(
to

main.

Menacing letters were sen

d^mighs Lever

|

want

to

urinary sediments,etc., should quick-

for the

put

of this invigoratingstrengtbener.

fifteen

Pa.

1 bottles of

u
xitia.

MARK

FATBTnt

r. L. Oct.

ALLEN'S LUNO BAlHAM

|

Red Star
TRADc\|ucd7

The remedy has

I

am

entirely

cured.

for a

U.

1M.

every instance the best blood puf-

bajTatttck
this
this vol-

I end
eend

Yours respectfully, BURR ILL U.

fier,

a

DAI

want to drown the children

HARRIS &

GO. (Lilitel)Props.
Try it whensver you don’t feel
exactly well. Try it when thing*
seem to go wrong and you hardly,
know what is the matter with yoo^
You will be gratified by its exhilarating effect The exuberance at:
animal spirits engendered by its user
gives it first rank among the fan*
assistants ot nature in curing debilitating diseases.

CINCINNATI, OHIO.
FOB SALE

by all

MEDICINE DEALERS.

MMnasiif

PM* Procure the remedy of your
nearest druggist If he has none o*
hand, inalst on his procuring it foi
you. Do not take a subditute.
Free from Opiates,Er,

tSSSSiSSt

Boston

Transcript

Cold*. Bronchitic,Cronp, Whooping Cough,
Aothmu,Q ninny, P ulna In Cheat, aa.adMr
•(faction, af A. Throat »<! Lmnga.
Price SO cents* bottle.Sold by DraRlit. tad Dealer*. Partiesunable to induct their deal* to promptly
get it tor them will retiretiro boMt$,Exprmcharges
paid, by tending one dollar to
THX CXiBLD A. V OCX Lilt COXPAXT,

_

compound-

ed from a thorough knowledge of
medicinal herbs and roots.

handsome present,

you know,” said a railway magnate.
“Why don’t yon give them some of the
stock in your road?” suggested his
wife. “What are you thinking of?”
cried the man, in amazement “Do you

system renovator and strength-

ening cordial that can be

i

to Dowton telling him that 17,000
tailors wonld attend to hiss the piece,
and one who signed himself “Death
added that 10,000 more could be found
if necessary. These threats were
laughed at by the actors; but when
night came it was discovered that the
craft were in earnest, and that, with
few exceptions, they had contrived to

stood * test of'

forty years, and has proven Itself far,

shall I give the children. I

make them

-

ly be counteracted by a judiciousnsot

Not a Proper Present.

“What

oppose the performance by migh

and

an

tho

la

Joints and limbs, disordereddigestion,

^

LUNG BALSAM, whichlheve sold

J, N.

4

mind, peculiaraches and pains

%

I

strike— a wonderful great strike ! The afflicted. The reporter'sInvestigationswere
dear girl! Give her my love, and tell thorough and unprejudiced, and the testiDreydoppel,Philadelphia,
her rlL-be there without fail.”— CAi- mony obtained,judging from its character,
See Lumber Advertisement of Geo. Woodcan not be gainsaid.
capo Ledger.
ley in another column. He Is reliable and
How Jones Went Out of Business,
responsible.
The Tailors Did Not Like It
“Where’s Jones?”

“Dead.”
In 1767 Foote had produced a bur“Dead? Well, I declare! Paid the
lesque, the author of which has never
debt
of nature, hey?”
been discovered,entitled “The Tailors;
“No; compromised at less than 50
a Tragedy for Warm Weather.” Dowton announcedthe revival of this piece per cent"
“How so?”
for his benefit. As the title implies, it
“He left his better half behind him.'
was a satire upon the sartorial craft,
and upon the bills being issued an in- —Pittsburgh Chronicle-Te'egraph.

approach log prostrationas a fee 11a* •
of weariness and lassitude, anxiety ef:

-------A.J.COLBOM.E«i..E«Utor
ofthpD4^^&5^

*verq casesof long standing.Price,
i^d aabdii^theUbest^med^
‘ y”'"1 . used.
Wophop.. (o.,
N.

Governo’r
|
"M>

perfect, robust health.

The first* jnnptoms of bodily ailment*
should be heeded. Such evidences of."

~

i

|

mor-

tals to livesof usefulnessand the fuBu

IN0NEW EVIDENCE:

I

I Hfifr

BEEN SUFFERING FROM NEURALGIA

Blood Ptriflore.
DR. JOHN BULL’S VEGETABLE
DESTROYER is proparod in th* form of
esndy drops, amaotive to tho light
pleasant to tho

^

T

MALT BITTERS COMPANY,
DETROIT, MICIOi

GENTS; FOR A LONG TIME

floisnt

was Hon. J. C. 8. Blackburn,Senator elect who has an idea of “going West” this
from Kentucky. Mr. Blackburn, on being spring should investigate
investigatethe advan- 1
approached,said he bad used the remedy
tbere offered
new settlers,
BTVXiXs’B
with marked effect and found great benefit,
, . .
,
especially during hU occupancy of the Speak- Round-trip Land Exploring tickets to
SMITH’S TONIC SYRUP,
er a chair. It had removed all Irritation from Valentine, Neb., via the Chicago and
BULL’S SARSAPARILLA,
his throat and relieved a cough which had Northwestern
Elkhorn Valley
BULL’S WORM DESTROYER,
troubled him
,
...
Hues are on sale at very low prices at
Senator Gorman, of Maryland, said that
__
The Popular Remedies of the Day.
firmly believed in the remedy, which he had aU coupon railroad stations. For adicrsonallytested. Congressmen J. H. Bag- dltional informationwrite to Iv. o.
Principal Oflss, Ml Mala St., LOUISVILLE, IT.
ey, Jr., of New York; Wm. Mutchier, of Hair, General Passenger Agent Chi-

-

i.

VEGETABLE FAMILY FILLS wiUbaiuf-

m

pizen, and failed three times inside of
five years! Talk about respectability;
where ’d you and I
”
“Yes, yes; I know; that’s all right,
but it’s best to be on the safe side in
these marriage deals, and I didn’t know
but
”
“Of course you didn’t— to be sure
not— but I’ve looked up the whole
business,and I tell you* the old man
was a regular gem. Yes, sir, the pure
grit, and no mistake. Why, bless your
old heart, man, at the time of the Chicago fire he was just cleaned clear out;
lost every dollar— couldn’t raise enough
to get shaved. Clear down; floored
entirely,and wiped right out— slick
and clean— downed, bnt not discouraged. Oh, I tell you he was a stayer,
the old man was. Respectable!What
more can a parent ask?” and down
went a few hieroglyphics in his hook
that meant to sell somethingshort or
buy something long, nobody bnt himself could tell.
“To be sure, Timberlick, certainly,”
said Rosier, pocketfuft his own hoick,
which had just been in use. “ That’s
all mighty gratifying, of course,

_

relieved*" (General Barr.nger Is tho proprietor of the American Hotel, Winston, N. C*.
and Is widely known.]

beta snffloisnt for a euro, and whole families havo been cured by a single bo ttls, with

a harmless A gH01B manufacturingcompany Is not a
and happy combination,which will prove soleless corporation.—.MerchantTraveler.
highly effective.Hearing that Dr.
K. Cox, a graduate of Yale, and expert anwee Home8*
alytlcal chemist of this city, had also anaBut the boy; all right, I suppose. Be- lyted the remedy in question and given pub- 1 tB the richest and most fertile section
spectable, is he, and all that?” and Ho testimonyas to its purity and efficacy, a of the Great Northwest is called to the
down goes a memorandum in his note reporterof the Poet was told by him that he unlimited advantages offered in “Free
m to Homes toe the Million,” on the great
book.
“Respectable! Well, I should shud- tieatm^toMhroatand lung diseases. He Elkhorn Valley line of railroad
der! Why, man alive, Rosier, that knew also that many public men in Washing- North Nebraska. The best free Govboy’s daddy came to Chicago poor as ton had given the remedy a trial, and felt ernmeiltland now availableis found in
or Injuriousmetallic oxides, and

Oan^

add my

I

and Carriage Hire, and

step at the

the wife at

“Dear Mrs. Plnkham: Pleaae allow mm im
testimony to the most exoelfcafc
medicinal qualltieaof your Vegetable Ckns
The proprUtsref this eelsbratsd nsdl* pound. Mrs. Barringer was treatedforawreina justly olaimi for it a superiorityevtr
eral years for what the physicians eaDaffi
all rsmsdlss ever offered to the public for
Leuoorrhoea and Prolapsus Uteri ootnfaftMfo
the I ATX, CERTAIN, WEEDY and PERMANENT ours ef Ague and Vsver, or Chills I sent her to Richmond, Va., where aha swand Fever, whether of short or long standtnalncd lor six months under the treol— a
ing. He rofors to the entire Western and
of an eminent Physlelsnwithout any paiamt
Southern country to boar him testimony to
the truth of tho asoortioa that iu no ease I nent benefit 8be was iuduoed to try yaar
whatovorwill it foil to cure if tho direc- medicine, and, after a reasonable time, rasamenced to Improve, and Is now able to attorn*
tions are strietly followed and oarriedoat.
Ina groat many oases a single dose has to ber business and consider*herself /%*

“old reliable"—Dr. Sago’s Catarrh

such

is

eral Barringer, of Winston, N. C., and vp»
quote from the General’s letter as full (nan

CHILLS and FEVER,
AID ALL ALARIU DISEASES

Tea
Remedy.
Though

cured by it. Such an one

Or

_
1,

women, and perhapa nothing is more effesfiaafithan the testimony of those who bavo bmm-

AGUE

FEVER and

remedied,

amsux! tho proprtoton.A mon InsWlou. . A R0IXIR.SIlrI„
form of poison than this, however, and one gkftte ^ not a roller-skate.

great value of Lydia B. Pinkbam'aVegetaMa
Compound aa a remedy for the diseases ef~

FOR THB CURE OP

be
women, and which find a ready
and the police of Philadelphia have recently cure in Dr. Pierce’s "Favorite PrescrlpUcn."
made successfulraids on opium “Joints” and I Price reduced to *1. By druggists,
evil which has been sought to

Too much effort cannot be made to Mbvt
to the attentionof suffering womanhood Nh»

SiffsToiSyi

. .n

m

SmffifcrfmffWomanhood.

JOHN BOLL’S

DR.

6eo.E. Brown &Cir.

ISSSssS

AURORA, XEJL

tbymaU(dI

CLEYELAKD BAT

can be quietly made ; nocanvassing ; no stamp for re*
ply Please addrctiClobeMf|. Co, Boston, Mm. fa M44

ft

Not a Trace.
ENGLISH DRAFT
HOUSES. •*!
Dr. D. F. Penington, D. D. 8., 536 West
secure every seat in the house, while a Fayette street, Baltimore. Maryland, state*
R. U.
IngteMA tad
THAT
mob outside still squeezed for admis that he has personally used the Red Star
PONIES. Abo
Lorillard’s Climax Ping
sion. The moment Dowton appeare( Cough Cure and in his family, and has
lOLSTEW CATTLE*
bearing a red tin tag ; that Lorillard’s
upon the stage there rose a hideous up- fonnd it a prompt and sure remedy for
RsssXsnf fine out; thatLorlUardi
roar, and some one threw a pair o coughs and colds. No bad results of other
BI/Y’W
Nnvy Clippings, and that Lorlllard's Honflls,are
cough
remedies.
Not
a
trace
of
opium
or
tne
best
and
oheapeat,
qualityconsidered?
shears at him. Not a word would the
rioters listen to, nor would they accept morphia.
I specimons- uih;
Ths OLDEST MEDICINE In ths WORLD is |fo
any compromise in the way of changinj
The prettiest of literary anecdotes Cleanses the Head,
abloa us to procure from’ the’ mo«i noSedT^Sd/aarr
probably Dr. Isaac Thompson’s If
diatricta In KiKland and Holfind.Prices nmooiiui
the piece. Within howled and hissec has been related by Wilhelm Grimm, | Allays iniUmmatJon.
and terms libers].CPHend for IllustratedCWtawithout intermissionhundreds of exas one of the pair of famous story-tellers. Heals the Sores. Relogna No. 15. APMzktiok this PArza^Jflr
elebratod
Derated tailors; outside howled am One day a little girl rang their bell and
This article la a carefully prepared physician’sprej* PAPER FOR BRICKMAKERfli
•tores the Senses of
scription, asd has been In constant use for nearly a
bellowed thonsands of raging tailors, met him
the ball with .the words,
centurv,and notwithstandingthe many other preparations that have been Introduced into the market, the
who attempted to storm the house. So “Are you the Mr. Grimm who writes I TMt*’ 8mcU’
Box
Pittsburgh, Pa. IF
•ale of this article is constantlylurt-oaaing.
If tho diformidable did the riot wax that a mag- the pretty tales?” “Yes, I and
rections are followed It will never fall, we particuA POSITIVE CU8t
larly invite the attention of phyairlans to It* merits.
istrate had to be sent for and specia brother." “And that of the clever I nT}i^ A if D A T IX
fnhn L. Thompson, Hons & Co., TROY^N/T
constables called out, but these were little tailor who married the princess?” v-G'Ii.R-Ju.Dh.ual
VIBRATING
dielpless against overwhelmingodds, so “Yes, certainly.”“Well,” said the hsogsined an envisbie repGives splendid sstitfsctkm. Noesor.
a troop of Life Guards was ultimately child, produo ng the book, “it is said I dupiadng •i^other'prepblunt renut toe to pay— Sold outright
and ntmroHUtS to work nicely on lines
summoned, who after making sixteen here that every one who doesn’t
within Its compass(> miles),ot money
%
refunded.Constructedon new tnd
prisonerspat the rest to flight.— Be!
it must pay him a thaler. Now, I don t pda ; wreMbie to use. Ilfll llnl kii
scientific
principles;works entirelyby
vibration. Two or three months'reagrama.
believe that a princess ever married a
'^y
Ul fee to the Bell Telephonewill buy
nse thoaaandsofcuaso/ ths worst klndsugs
outright a complete privaie line. It is
stasding hare been cured. In Are
ron >s
tailor. I haven’t so much as a thaler,
sad cured without the knife,
IniUoflleaey.tbatl
will send TWO BOTTLES
n I linun Treated
Trei
. There is said to be no profanity in
bnt here is a groschen; and please say
•k on treatment sent frea. Address
japan. This makes it clear that oh I hope to pay tlfe rest by degrees.”
L. POND. 1LD., Aurora, Kane Co., 111.
I
“?zv
join Robinson’s circus has not ye Just then Jacob came np, and the
te Immense
immense profiu anTget
and get all the
Hand
make
C.N.U.
No. If
I
TELEGRAPHY
wort
they can do. No previous expe
j£
struck that empire.
ricncerequired.Where fhave no agents
brothers had an interestinginterview b wages. VALENTINE BROS.. JanaaiHle.Wls.
\
Telephones say be ordered directfor privatense. Circulars
with the little dame; bnt they could not
H. T. JOHNSON, ___
IndlgMtton’a Martyrs.
10S 8. Dlsrialonit.. Buffalo. N. Y. in this paper.
persuade her to take away the groschen I GERMAN SILVER
Half the diseases of the human family spring
which she had laid on the table.
from s disorderedstomach, and may be prevented by invigorating and ton Ini that abused
Above aU other earthly ills,
1 hate the big, old-fashioned pills;
and neglected organ with Hoe tetter’sStomach
George Woodley, Wholesale Lumber. SIS South Witer
By slow degrees they downward wend,
Bitten. Let It be borne In mind that the liver,
Bt., CMcaeo, PL will mail his March catalogue to Ml
And often uause, or upward tend;
;

CREAM

AWARE

Exhmt
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Eye Watall
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my
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1462.

TELEPHONE.

believe
|

HAY

FEVER

‘

CANCmk

*

«

r

URN

i,

LUMBER!

-

the kidneys, the Intestines,the muscles, the ligaments, the bones, the nerves, the Integuments
are all renewed amt nourishedby the blood, and
that the digestive organs are the rrand alembic
In which the materials of the vital fluid are prepared. When the stomach fails to provide
healthful nourishment for its dependenciesthey
-------(Qffgr end the ultimate result, if the
, will be chronic andprobably

It containsvaluable
Information for those contemplating building.

Tile

NEW BRACKET WARDROBE

Holds 13 garments;made of polished hardwood;
metal castings finishedIn old gold bronze;brass

*M3S5w2?!.Va

OO* sn Bboadwat, New Yoax.

Mint statletics-thenumber of julep# dispensed by the bartender.— Boston Star.
,

__

Many

who will send their addresses.

With such discomfortare they fraught,
Their good effect*amount to naught
Mow, Dr. Pierce prepares a pill
That jut exactly fillsthe bill—
A Pellet,rather, that le all- „
A Pleasant Purgative, and small;
Just try them as yon feel their need.
You’ll find that I speak truth, indeed.

Add Phosphate,

hue.

is

beautiful, all but her skin

and nobody has ever

Men Think

;

m

told

,her how easy it is to put
beauty on the skin. Beauty

Mustang Lmiment. Few do. Not to know

they know

all

on the skin is Magnolia
Balm.
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Nicholas for April opens with a
frontispiece illustrationof “The Gilded
Bt.

Boy,”

paceant

a true story of a Florentine

1492. Indeed, the romance of history

in

forms a prominent feature of

In the
Brooks

this

number.

tells the story

000.00

$1?,

“Historic Girls” series E. 8.
of the girlhood of
I1

n

i

k

4 *

V,

"Zeobbla of Palmyra,” as based on infor-

worth of Goods must be fold in order to meet the obligations to creditors.

mation recently brought to light by East-

m

ern scholars, which
it

shows

day—

a

is

timely, in so far os

the events of

a prototype of

“UNHEARD OF BARGAINS”

to-

mighty European power humbled

bay by the Arabs of many
centuries ago. Coming to more modern
days, there is a sketch of Bach, which
forms the first of a series of brief biand held

at

In Dry Goods, Clothing, Gents’ Furnishing Goods, nnd Boots nnd Shoes.

ographies, by Agatha Tunis, of the great

musiciansfrom Bach to Wagner. Lieut.
Schwatka

tells, in “Children of the

Cold,”

some of the popular games of the Es-

of

kimo; while Charles Barnard in the
“Boys’ Club,” relates bow some little
New York Savages that have been caught
and tamed, amuse themelves in a fine
club house. Another “Beady for Busiloess” paper discusses the chances lor
young men in the field of practical chemistry;

and E. P. Roe, in another install-

ment of “Driven

Back

to Eden,” con-

tributessome sound and timely advice to

young

'And Winter Suits

POWDER
assist

Ladies are invited to call and examine the stock

short

competition with the mnititade of low test,
weight, alum or phosphatepowders. Sold only In
cans. Rotal Bakiiq Powdbb Co., 106 Wal st,N.Y.

tillers of the soil.

“Tismore brave to

live

than

to die.”

THE UGHT RUNNING

Therefore don’t wait until a slight cough

Greatly Reduced Prices.

of Clothes at

Winter Dress Goods,

New

H-A.TS

,A.3Sro

Style Prints,
*

numbers will be sold at a great sacrifice.

In large

develops Itself Into consumption but se-

of

cure a bottle of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup
at the small outlay

cough, and

of 25

cents,

cure your

COIMIE BAH/LIT

on happily.

live

and

£3.

“Shetdat do,’ Sam.” “Why, it ain’t
marm.” Golly, you shet dat do,’

cold,

you nigger brat; ob course
roe

it

Holland, Mich., Jan.

ain’ cold, it’s

The best blood

purifier

SEWING MACHINE

SIMPLE

and system reg-

.

B. M.

22, 1885,

is

SCHREGARDU8.

A. H. I’OSTMA.

>

SCHREGARDUS & P0STMA,

ulator ever placed within the reach of suffering humanity, truly

£rIRON

Electric Bitters.

dice, Constipation,

Weak Kidneys, or any
whoever

SEVENTH ST., NEAR RIVER,

disease of the urinary organs, or

requires an appetizer, tonic or stimulant,

Holland,

will always find Electric Bitters the best

and only certain cure

known.

at

chief articles in Lippincott’s Maga-

zine for April are “Glimpses of Peking,”

.

_ _

THAT

GIVES

_

_

“Holland Heicomers,’’

pmcTsnmrm

for

r HAS NO EQUAL”]

TR-3T

Holland, Mich., Feb.

by the Lon-

Todd; a second paper on
New Orleans Exposition,by Edward
Bruce; and a history of the “Confed-

the

Frank C.

penter. There are several short

Car-

stories,

among which “Rosa Herkheim,” by W.
W. Crane, merits particular notice as an
original and realistic picture of life and

among the

manners

mans. The

Sold by all Grocers and Tobacco Dealers. Noted for its

two sdrials, “On This Side,”

ORANGE MASS.

MEYER, BROUWER
dealer*

fmime,

graphically and amusingly depicted.

made from Cream

Powder,

filled

and other dead

Rtver

St..

with

weights.

-----

% >6

has any

bitter,

furnish pumps,
drive points, iron

or wooden pipes,
^

wholesale or retail, at the most
reasonable prices;
also sgriculturallm

great a popularity as this groat panorama.

This Institutionhas been visited during
the last year by nearly three-quarters of a
million people, and is doing to-day the

panorama existing
throngbeat the world. It is the first and
only Panorama representing an episode of
our late Civil War. The spectatorsteps
at once from Wabash avenue, where the
building is located, upon America’s
largest business of any

greatest battlefield. He is placed in the
center of the Union troops in action, and

views in the most vivid manner possible
the Battle of Gettysburg,as it really took

1888. Do not fall to
Chicago. Take the cable
car to Gettysburg Panorama Place on
Wabash avenue.
July

{^Lodlr
\FnU

3d,

visit it while In

S.

4k

Druggists and Dealers Everywhere.

Best

propose to meet at the follow! ng'named times and
places during the spring of 1886, to examine applicantsfor teachers’certificates,

The popular wagon mannfactarer

J.

52-tf
E. HEROLD,

3 foches for every tooth,

Friday, March IS, at Hudaonville,
27, at Qrand Haven.

FLIEMAN 4
has in stock a number of the

CUTTERS
made by the

Miweslera Sleigh Company,

BOOTS A SHOES

have a

lot

of

are the celebrated

Sleighs of Every Description.

•

GROVER HAND SEWED

on hand which I propose to sell at

FARMERS

SHOKS.

and

specialsessions of this board.
By order of Connty Board of School Examiners.

ALBERT LAHUI8. &ttWarv-

FREE!
a

HEUABLE SELF-CUBE
A

favorite prescription of one of the
most noted and successfulspecialistsIn the U. 8.
(now retired j for the cure of Jtfervwwe Debility,
LeMStmtdSfiit, l»«lme— and DeeSy. Sent
Uiplalnsealedenvelope/Vee.
DruggisUcanflil iu

Addrws DR.

WARD

A CO., Louisiana, Mo.

OTHERS

JAS.

HUNTLEY,

wishing anythingin my line can do no better than
by callingon me. I have a large stock of ready-

Repairing promptly and neatly

made workrin

done

Estimates given for
which I will sell at astonishinglylow prices in
order to make room for my fall stock.

.

ISSJSSIK*
Registration Notice.

(Call

ished and completed.

and examine and givo me a trial.
(J.

all

kinds of buildings, fin-

FLIEMAN,

Holland, Mich. Oct. S3, 1881.

DO YOU

KHOW

Planing and Ee-sawin*

THAT

done on short notice.

LORILLARD’S CLIMAX
PLUG TOBACCO.

„ Stairs, Hand Ruling, Sash
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,

1886.

Rooo

LmI

Brackets, etc.,
furnished.

.V.

Office

and Shop

near the corner of Te

,vf

Coopersville.

C03T.

Notice Is hereby given that the Board of Registrationof the City of Holland,will meet at the
following places in said City, on Batordar, the 4ib
Without exceptionthe finest location in the day of April, A. 1). 1885, between the hoars of 8
f Is the purest;
pm ... is
city will be sold at a sacrifice, present owner hav- o'clock a. m., and 8 o’clock p.m., for the purpose With Red Hu Tag, la the best?
i, barytes, molasses,
Iteratedwith glucose,
ing no further use for It. Lot located on south- of completingthe list of qualified voters of the never adult
or any deleteriousingredients, ss is the case with
west corner of Eighth and Elver streets.
J. R. KLEYN,
Oo^cl, Booms. many other tobaccos.
Hollavd, Mich., Jan. 99,
M-tf
In the Sod Ward at the office of Bennr D. Post.
Fla. Cat ToIn the 8rd Ward at the office of Aid. Werkman. Lorfflard’.
In the 4th Ward at the residenceof Geo. H.
is also made of ths
•took, and for aromatic
chewing qualitiesis second to none.

Business Lot.

24, 9t

Each sessionwill open promptly at 9 a. m.
All applicants will be required to presenta testimonial of good moral character and so far aa each
is possible this testimonial shonld be from the
district board by whom last engaged as teacher.
In addition to the studies prescribed by law, an
examination will be required for all grades on
school law, for 2nd grade on pbyslologv, bookkeeping and philosophy, and In addition to these,
for 1st grade on algebra and English literature.
Only 8rd grade certificates will be granted at the

_

Dowagiac Wheel

_

( (Rasuar.).

April

they beat everything.The dash Is a’ new device
which cannot be broken.

I also

among which

CALL AND SEE US.

10-ly.

44

Strength and Durability

Spring Tooth Harrows, seeders and cultivators combined, Albion Wheel Spring
Tooth seeders and harrows combined,
Studebakerfarm and freight wagons,
NO. 46, £IGHTH;STREET.
Kalamazoo open and top buggies, new
kind of walking cultivators,5-tooib,
E. HEROLD.
8-tooth, and 2-shovel, Detour sulky cnlti
Holland, Mich., March 18, 1884.
valors, Aultman and Rnssel & Co. steam
threshers. Engines tfom one-horse to
one thousand-horsepower. Call and see
my new goods before purchasing elseHaixxtt Book Co., Portland, Maine. 48-ly.
P. H. WILMS,
River St., Holland, Mich., Apr. 10, ’.84.

where.

tHeWocTI.

in

CUTTERS and SLEIGHS.

CO.

Will sell dwelling house consisting of seven
rooms In good repair,also onthonseof 14x28 feet,
at a bargain . Reason, too far away from my place
ofbnsinejs. Boose and lot located on Ninth 8t.,
between Pine and River streets.
J. R. KLEYN.

SODA

BOOK/;lj|

strangeand useful Information,free.#
Dr. Haoter’s Iron Tonio is for Bale by au
of

at

-

institutiongained

W. VENABLE
M-ly

machinery,
and is prepared to

and the

throughout the country so quick and

place on

9

samples.

pump

Quinsy troubled me for twenty years. piemen ta of all descriptions; the Esterly
Since I started using Dr. Thomas’ Elec- Twine Self Binder, the Rawson Reaper
and Mower, the Howe Reaper and the Adtric Oil, have not had an attack. Mrs.
vance Mower, the Orand de Tours threeLetta Conrad, Blandish, Mich.
horse sulky plow, the Bissel, South Beud
plow, best in the market, the JammingThe Battle of Gettysburg Panorama In too iron-beam steel plow, rvalsmazoo
Spring Tooth drags, the best straight tooth
Chicago.
harrow for finishingland made, containNever in the history of amusement en- ing 60 teeth, South Bend steel grain drills,
terprises

|%ieO

has put in his shop
of Milwaukee. These entters for case kand’ com
a large, new engine
for are superior, while in ;
and boiler, and the
has just received a large stock of the latest
latest im pro ved
styles of Ladies’ and Gentlemen's

Cream Tartar and Soda will leave clear

--

for

Splendid Bargain.

Holland. Mich.

starch and filling will not disappear, while

water.

diseases requiring a certain and elBclen TONIC,
especiallyI)yspepsla,Wantof
Appellte.lndlnestlon. Lack of Strenrtli,etc.. Its use is marked
with Immediate and wonderfulresults. Howes,
muscles and nerves receive new force. Enlivens
the mind and supplies llralu Power.
a
sulTerhifr from all complaints
b
k#l EL
peculiar to tlielrsex will And In
DR. HARTER'S IRON TONIC a safe and speedy
cure. It gives a clear and healthy complexion.
T*e strongest testimony to the value of I)R.
Hx.tTBR'sfitOH TONIC Is that frequent attempts
at counterfeitinghave only added to the popularity of the original. If you earnestlydesire health
do not experiment—get the Okioinal AMD BUST.

Petento* Vs

— and—

Some manufacturers, to avoid the expence
of Cream Tartar, use Ammonia, Alum,
Tartaric Acid, &c. You can doted the
impure ones by boiling in water a small
quantity. The ammonia will produce an
and taste

n

Tartar and

Soda only, than it does those

also,

CO.,

BURIAL CASKETS.

It costs nearly double to manufacture

De Land’s Chemical Baking

odor; alum

chews Nimrod.” Send

mu m m,

it makes upon the English visitors are

starch, flour,

and cheesy cut. This Tobacco
is manufactured of finest leaf,
purest sweetning “everybody

30 UNION SQ.N.Y. CHICAGO ILL.
8T. LOUIS MO. ATLANTA GA.
—=3rOR SALE BY 1=-.

Hate's lira Ionic,

pnrifyandenrich the BLOOD, refrulate

Pennsylvania Ger-

Washsociety,and the impression which

is

excellent chew, delicious flavor

MACHINEC0

SEWING

present installment of the former,

which

.4-6m

Flag Tobacco.

NEWHOME

“Aurora,” maintain their interest. In the
ington

188&.

A

erate Flag,” gathered from hithertounpublished documents, by

26,

ACTS REGARDING

I

ktEvISod

“Studies in a Lake

Pert,” by C. B.

THEM

It will

SCHREGARDUS& POSTMA,

Psychic Research;”a de-

title of

fir,

merits in this vicinity.

scriptiveand historicalaccount of Buffa-

under the

f

Which we expect will meet with the success it

Charles Morris, summarizing the results of

don “Society

s(

public to onr new brand,

by C. F. Gordon Gumming; a paper by
the investigationscarried on

Michigan.

say that we will manufacture and deliver all
grades of cigars, and invite the attention of the

THE ONLY SEWING MACHINE

teed to give entire satisfactionor

refunded. Sold
H. Walsh.

-

To the trade in Holland and vicinity we desire to

They act

surely and quickly, every bottle guaran-

money
fifty cents a bottle by

TRUE

THE ONLY

Inactivityof the Liver, Biliousness, Jaun-

C.

Harrington.

not!”

These are Solid Facts.

lo,

«T.

cold. Think I care wedder de

dat’s

do's cold or

The

GET BEST BAKO-AIETS

0m

made and

